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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS FOR ELECTRIC
AIRCRAFT
Electric aircraft have gained increasing attention in recent years due to their po-
tential for environmental and economic benefits over conventional airplanes. In order
to offer competitive flight times and payload capabilities, electric aircraft power sys-
tems (EAPS) must exhibit extremely high efficiencies and power densities. While
advancements in enabling technologies have progressed the development of high per-
formance EAPS, further research is required.
One challenge in the design of EAPS is determining the best topology to be em-
ployed. This work proposes a new graph theory based method for the optimal design
of EAPS. This method takes into account data surveyed from a large set of refer-
ences on commonly seen components including electric machines, power electronics
and jet engines. Thousands of design candidates are analyzed based on performance
metrics such as end-to-end system efficiency, overall mass, and survivability. It is also
shown that sensitivity analysis may be used to systematically evaluate the impact of
components and their parameters on various aspects of the architecture design.
Once an EAPS architecture has been selected, further, detailed, validation of the
power system is required. In these EAPS, many subsystems exist with timescales
varying from minutes to hours when considering the aerodynamics, to nanosecond
dynamics in the power electronics. This dissertation presents a multiphysics co-
simulation framework for the evaluation of EAPS with a unique decoupling method to
reduce simulation time without sacrificing detail. The framework has been exemplified
on a case study of a 500kW all-electric aircraft, including models for aerodynamics,
energy storage, electric motors and power electronics.
Electric machines for aviation propulsion must meet several performance require-
ments, including a constant power speed range (CPSR) of approximately thirty per-
cent above rated speed. This operation is traditionally achieved through the flux
weakening technique with an injection of negative d-axis current. However, the de-
gree of CPSR achievable through flux weakening is a strong function of the back
emf and d-axis inductance. This dissertation reviews alternative methods for CPSR
operation in machines with low inductance. A new method of current weakening has
been proposed to address this challenge, involving reducing the machine’s current
inversely proportional to the operating speed, maintaining constant power through
the extended speed range. One benefit of the proposed method is that all current is
maintained in the q-axis, maintaining maximum torque per ampere operation.
Coreless axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machines have recently gained
significant attention due to their specific form factor, potentially higher power density
and lower losses. Coreless machine designs promise high efficiency particularly at
higher speeds, due to the absence of a ferromagnetic core. In this dissertation, coreless
AFPM machines with PCB stators are investigated as candidates for propulsion in
electric aircraft applications. Two PCB stator design variations are presented with
both simulation and experimental results.
KEYWORDS: Electric aircraft, power system optimization, co-simulation, electric
machine drives, PCB stator, axial flux permanent magnet.
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Electric aircraft concepts and demonstrators have become increasing more popular
in the past decade. Environmental awareness across the world has been one motivator
for this movement towards the electrification of flight. With over a quarter of the
global greenhouse emissions originate from the transportation economic sector, and
a substantial portion of those are due to aerial traffic, a significant impact may be
made by decreasing the amount of fossil fuel used in aircraft. Electric airplanes show
great potential not only to reduce carbon emissions, but also acoustic pollution when
compared with conventional planes. A shift from traditional jet engines to more
electric propulsion may be the answer to a quieter sky. In addition to these benefits,
the operating costs associated with electric aircraft may be lower once the technology
matures. The largest expense for airliners is fuel, leading to a reasonable benefit to a
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transition since electricity is less expensive than jet fuel.
With recent advancements in enabling technologies across multiple engineering
disciplines, the development of electric transportation available for both the private
and commercial aviation industries is becoming more viable. However, there are still
many challenges that must be overcome. In the process of transitioning from tradi-
tional combustion propulsion, be it jet engines or propeller driven aircraft, significant
redesign of the power system is required. Mass is one key aspect of many that must
be considered in this process. In the case of combustion propulsion, the primary
fuel has an energy density on the order of 11kWh/kg. For comparison, Lithium-Ion,
the leading battery energy storage chemistry, has an energy density on the order
of 0.3kWh/kg. Additionally, unlike a conventional system, fuel mass is not burned
throughout the flight, so more energy is required for the same flight. In order to
ensure that an all-electric or partially electric propulsion system meets an aircraft’s
mission objectives, special care must be taken in every aspect of the design process,
from system architectures to subsystem components.
When considering the architecture of an electric aircraft power system (EAPS), a
designer is faced with a multi-objective problem. An ideal EAPS would be one that
is the lightest while maintaining a high reliability and also has a very high operating
efficiency. However, many times these performance parameters are competing in the
sense that an improvement in one leads to a degraded outcome in another. For
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example, a safer aircraft may be obtained by adding multiple components in parallel
to ensure redundancy and fault tolerance, but this would lead to an increase in mass,
which is undesirable. Therefore, a main contribution this dissertation will focus on is
the design of optimal EAPS topologies.
As there is much room for innovation regarding system level design, subsystem
components also contribute greatly to the overall performance of the aircraft. In
recent years, there has been a rise in the availability of wide bandgap (WBG) semi-
conductor devices for commercial and research applications. These WBG devices are
desirable because they offer significant benefits over their traditional Silicon coun-
terparts such as increased power density, efficiency, switching speed, and reliability.
The aeronautics industry in general is an ideal application area for WBG devices,
primarily owing to the strong necessity to minimize mass on-board the vehicle and to
operate as efficiently as possible. Furthermore, aircraft with partial or fully electric
propulsion systems show even more potential benefits from the use of these devices,
considering the portion of the aircraft mass associated with the electric power system
is of greater significance. Primarily due to smaller on-resistances and negligible re-
verse recovery, WBG devices are much more efficient than traditional Silicon, enabling
converter efficiencies of greater than 98 percent. In the case of an electric aircraft,
this not only provides an advantage in operating costs and reduction in energy usage,
but also by reducing the mass and volume penalties that are required for waste heat
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dissipation. Such power electronic converters have been developed in the SPARK lab
at UK and have been used in this dissertation research to demonstrate a new current
weakening control technique.
In addition to the previously mentioned advanced in power electronics and con-
trols, there is much need for electric machines with high performance. Electric air-
craft have high power demands and require the propulsion systems to be lightweight
to carry greater payload and to provide longer flights. There has been debate among
experts which electric machine topology is most suitable for aircraft propulsion. High
efficiency is desired to reduce waste heat, leading to additional mass associated with
thermal management, as well as to reduce energy usage and operating costs. Specific
power, reliability, fault tolerance, torque ripple, and noise are all other key factors
for propulsion motors. Coreless axial-flux permanent magnet (AFPM) synchronous
machines have been studied in transportation applications and have been noted for
their high power density, compactness, and efficiency. This dissertation investigates
coreless AFPM machines and their suitability for electric aircraft applications.
1.2 Literature Review
Over the past decade, the conceptual development of new, partially-electric and
all-electric aircraft has been accelerated. The integration of electric powertrain tech-
nologies in aircraft has lead to various system architectures. Larger aircraft concepts,
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Table 1.1: Example Electric Aircraft Power and Energy Ratings
Aircraft Turbogenerators EMs Batteries PV
NASA N3-X [1] 30.6 MW (2) 4.42 MW (14) None None
Airbus/Siemens/Rolls-Royce E-Fan X [45] 2 MWh (1) 2 MW (4) 2 MW None
Eviation Alice [46] None 260 kW (3) 900 kWh None
Airbus E-Fan[47] None 32 kW (2) 29 kWh None
Solar Impulse 2 (HB-SIB) [48] None 13 kW (4) 164 kWh 66 kW
QinetiQ Zephyr 7 [49] None 450 W (2) 3 kWh N/A
Autonomous Systems Laboratory AtlantikSolar [50] None 420 W (1) 73 Wh 275 W
intended to serve long-haul missions with many passengers often include turbogen-
erators such as those in NASA’s N3-X concept plane (Fig. 1.1) [1]. Turbo-electric
topologies like this one incorporate electric machines for propulsion, but include little
to no energy storage. At the other extreme, smaller scale aircraft, such as the Zepyhr
7 designed by QinetiQ, frequently incorporate solar arrays and battery energy stor-
age (BES) (Fig. 1.2) [2]. In between lie all-electric topologies for thin-haul missions
like the X-57 by NASA [1] and the hybrid-electric airplanes such as seen by Airbus,
Siemens, and Rolls-Royce [45]. A sample of system ratings in recent electric aircraft
are included in Table 1.1.
A vehicle’s mission is typically predetermined, and the aircraft general topology of
turbo-electric, hybrid-electric, or all-electric can be set based on its goals. However,
once this is decided, there are many choices for a designer to make concerning the
layout of the power system. One example in the literature of this process is illustrated
in the development of Turboelectric Distributed Propulsion (TeDP) technology [51].
When assessing various architectures, the authors weigh several metrics associated
with the system including weight, failure response, component count, and breath of
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Figure 1.1: NASA N3-X concept turboelectric aircraft. The N3-X utilizes two wing-
tip mounted gas-turbine-driven superconducting electric generators [1].
the protection scheme. It is shown that several of these metrics are in competition,
such as weight and the breath of the protection scheme, both of which valuable con-
tributors to the overall performance of the aircraft. Alternative methods for topology
interpretations are presented in [52].
The transition to more electric aircraft propulsion systems will require subsystem
components to have exceptionally high power density and efficiencies. Since mass
and efficiency are of upmost importance in the development of an EAPS, researchers
are investigating the use of unique approaches in several categories including wiring,
electric machines, power electronics, and battery technologies. For applications of
hybrid and turbo-electirc aircraft, NASA Glenn Research Center is currently de-
veloping a high efficiency megawatt machine (HEMM), with target goals including
a power rating of 1.4MW, greater than 98 percent efficiency, and a power density
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Figure 1.2: The Airbus ZephyrT high altitude pseudo-satellite. This is the larger of
the Zephyr series of solar aircraft designed for military and commercial use [2].
greater than 16kW/kg [53]. In order to meet these high performance goals, an un-
conventional machine topology is used consisting of a semi-slotless stator with an
internally-cryocooled, superconducting rotor. To drive such machines for the next
generation of aircraft, equally high performance standards are placed on the power
electronics. With the utilization of advanced converter topologies and wide bandgap
semiconductor devices, MW rated power converters are being tested with ultra-high
99 percent efficiency and power densities of 12kW/kg [54].
Detailed literature reviews are distributed throughout this dissertation and included
in each chapter. These cover power system optimization techniques in chapter 2,
methods for multi-physics simulations of electric vehicles in chapter 3, methods of
extended speed range operation in chapter 4, and existing coreless and slotless electric
machines, and design considerations for PCB stators in chapter 5.
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1.3 Research Objectives and Original Contribu-
tions
Statement of problem
At the conceptual design stage of an airplane, there are many variables that are
available for selection and modification. While certain characteristics of the system
may be set by aircraft goals such as desired fuel savings, maximum lifting capabil-
ity, and flight endurance, multiple power system topologies may satisfy the same
initial aircraft objectives. In such an instance, it is beneficial to determine which
architectures yield the best performance. Aircraft performance metrics may include
mass, efficiency, reliability, and survivability. Often these performance metrics are
competing in the sense that an improvement in one leads to a degradation in the
other. One challenge this dissertation seeks to address is the need for a design pro-
cedure for EAPS architecture optimization. A novel method for EAPS optimization
is introduced in this dissertation. Through decomposition of an EAPS into a graph
consisting of nodes, which represent components, and edges, which define the inter-
connection, methods of graph theory are used to evaluate topology performance. A
software implementation of this approach has been completed and employed to an-
alyze thousands of candidate designs to provide the user insight into strengths and
weaknesses of each architecture.
Once an architecture is determined, multi-physics simulation is used to verify
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validity of selected design over a specified mission profile. These simulations often
include models of various subsystems such as aerodynamic and power generation
and distribution. In the case of EAPS, time constants across the subsystems vary
greatly. For example, aerodynamics may change in seconds, while power electronic
converter simulations require nanosecond time steps. If simulated together, this leads
to very long computational times, which can slow the design process significantly.
This challenge opens an avenue for improved multi-physics simulation techniques,
especially since power electronics are becoming even faster with the latest generation
Silicon Carbide and Gallium Nitride switching devices.
These emerging technologies for power converters come with several opportuni-
ties and challenges. More diverse applications can be served in a similar or smaller
footprint due to WBG device’s much higher voltage ratings when compared to tra-
ditional Silicon based devices. This enables the use of unconventional techniques for
increased performance, such as the current weakening approach discussed in chap-
ter 4, that may have added prohibitively mass or volume when implemented with
conventional devices.
Electric aircraft power systems require components which show very high perfor-
mance capabilities with respect to power output, power density, efficiency, noise and
reliability. Two electric machine variations which have gained recent attention for use
in transportation applications are coreless and slotless machines, both of the radial
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and axial-flux arrangements. This dissertation discusses recent coreless and slotless
machines in the literature and considerations for the design of AFPM machines with
PCB stators. The applicability of these machines for electric aircraft propulsion is
examined and performance is experimentally evaluated.
The main original contributions, which will be described throughout the dis-
sertation, may be briefly enumerated as:
 Development of a graph theory-based method for the optimization of EAPS
architectures. The developed software framework allows system designers to
evaluate thousands of candidate designs. The optimization method utilizes
component data based on an extensive survey and evaluated each topology
based on performance metrics such as efficiency, total mass, and survivability.
(Chapter 2)
 A co-simulation software framework for multi-physics evaluation of electric
plane EAPS architectures, electrical components, and airframe has been de-
veloped. Novelty lies in the decoupling method proposed for the reduction of
effective simulation times while maintaining investigative capabilities. (Chapter
3)
 A method for extending the constant power speed range in low inductance ma-
chines with simulation and experimental validation. This current weakening
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approach addresses the challenges posed by the limited field weakening capa-
bility of low inductance permanent magnet synchronous machines. (Chapter
4)
 Analysis and prototyping of two novel coreless axial flux permanent magnet
machine designs with PCB implemented stator windings. Theses designs show
potential for suitability in aircraft propulsion applications based on the designed
machine scaled to higher power ratings. (Chapter 5).
1.4 Dissertation Outline
In order to address the design of electric aircraft propulsion power systems, the
following chapters have been included. Chapter 2 proposes a novel approach to the
optimization of an aircraft’s propulsion system using graph theory. This method
provides insight into the benefits and drawbacks of many power system topologies
that satisfy user input constraints. Chapter 3 discusses a method of electric aircraft
co-simulation, which considers the dynamics associated with the power electronics,
electric machines, as well as the vehicle body. All of these system dynamics generally
occur on a vastly different timescales, which can lead to prohibitively long calculation
times if simulated together. The proposed simulation framework offers a decoupled
solution for faster calculations while still capturing important information regarding
transients. In response to the trend of low inductance motors used in electric vehicles,
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Chapter 4 discusses the challenges associated with traditional field weakening opera-
tion of these motors, as well as a systematic review of existing methods of extending
the speed range. Furthermore, a new method is proposed with experimental demon-
stration. In chapter 5, the requirements for electric machines in hybrid and electric
aircraft propulsion applications are discussed. Additionally, the design considerations
of coreless axial flux permanent magnet machines utilizing PCB stators is discussed
and two designs are proposed with experimental results. Conclusions and proposed
future works are provided in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Design Optimization for Aircraft
Power Systems using a Network
Graph Representation
2.1 Introduction and Formulation
Electric aircraft are becoming increasingly more popular, driven by incentives such
as fuel efficiency, cost, and noise pollution. Manufacturers have already begun electri-
fication of many auxiliary systems in today’s planes, as well as the demonstration of
electrically propelled aircraft. These studies have produced a large number of designs,
all of which vary greatly with respect to the power system (Fig. 2.1). The question
of how these different architectures may perform has led to the development of a tool
which can be used to determine the optimal number of components and configuration
within the power system.
When considering the electrification of air transport, the EAPS architectures may
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Figure 2.1: Example distributed electric propulsion aircraft designs by NASA with
varying power system topologies. All-electric demonstrator X-57 Maxwell currently
under development utilizing multiple electrical machines with varying ratings [3] (left).
Conceptual turbo-electric N3-X aircraft which utilizes electrical energy from genera-
tors coupled to jet engines [4] (right).
be broken down into three main categories: all-electric, hybrid-electric, and turbo-
electric. The first of these mentioned include a propulsion system which fully derives
its energy from electrical storage means. With the current state of the technol-
ogy’s maturity, all-electric aircraft concepts are most commonly seen. In fact, several
demonstrator aircraft have been constructed or are currently under development.
One of the first all-electric demonstrator aircraft to attract significant attention
was the E-Fan developed by Airbus [55]. This 60kW, two-seater prototype was the
only one produced and first flew in 2014, before Airbus transitioned to the devel-
opment of their hybrid-electric aircraft concept. More recently, electric propulsion
company, MagniX partnered with AeroTec to modify a Cessna 208B Grand Caravan
to be electrically driven by MagniX’s 560kW system in 2020 [56]. Another notable
unique all-electric currently under development is NASA’s all-electric X-57 (Fig. 1).
This aircraft will not only serve as a demonstrator for electric machines in aviation,
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Figure 2.2: Example aircraft power system representations with a variable num-
ber and ratings of internal combustion engines (ICE), generators (Gen), rectifiers
(AC/DC), inverters (DC/AC), battery energy storage systems (BESS), and electric
motors (EM). The proposed graph theory based optimization approach identifies high
performance candidates from the most general of architectures.
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but also for a concept called distributed electric propulsion (DEP), which, accord-
ing to studies, may increase flight efficiency further. While many organizations are
showing that purely electric flight is a possibility, all-electric aircraft are typically
seen to be short range and carry a limited number of passengers, due to the current
limitations with lithium-ion energy storage energy density.
As current electrical energy storage means limit maximum payload and flight time
in all-electric aircraft, researchers have proposed alternative approaches to incorpo-
rate further electrification into aircraft propulsion systems. The most commonly seen
method of driving propulsion in modern commercial aircraft is through combustion
jet engines, which is a proven technology that the industry has become well suited
to manufacture. Electrification of these propulsion systems type may be achieved
through the coupling an electrical generator to the turbine of a jet engine. This
method allows the jet engine to perform its duty of producing lift while simultane-
ously generating electrical energy. A hybrid-electric aircraft power system includes
significant energy storage means for the generated electricity, which may be used to
drive electric machines connected to propulsors at any period during the flight. One
hybrid-electric aircraft example concept is the E-Fan X, a collaborative effort between
AirBus, Rolls-Royce, and Siemens [57].
Turbo-electric aircraft, in comparison, directly use the power produced by the
jet turbine to drive the electrical propulsion motors, including little to no means of
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electrical energy storage. Turbo-electric concepts generally offer a less massive design
when compared to a hybrid considering the very small amount of battery used. This,
however, makes the power system less flexible and decreases its potential for reduction
of direct carbon emissions. Example turbo-electric aircraft concepts include NASA’s
Single-aisle Turbo-electric Aircraft with an Aft Boundary-Layer propulsor (STARC-
ABL) and N3-X [58, 59].
At the preliminary design stage, an aircraft’s mission is typically predetermined
based on flight goals such as endurance, intended payload, etc. Generally, the aircraft
topology of turbo-electric, hybrid-electric, or all-electric may be set based on its
mission duration, primarily due to energy storage constraints. The leading electrical
energy storage technology in electric vehicles, Lithium-ion, may possess a specific
energy in the range of about 160 Wh/kg [60].
Fossil fuel, with an energy density two orders of magnitude higher, holds an advan-
tage over electric energy storage. Thus, when considering electrical energy storage
for a commercial airliner such as the Boeing 777, it may be expected that signifi-
cantly more mass is required to achieve the same energy content as fossil fuel, and
this severely limits the maximum flight time.
There are still many choices for a designer to make concerning the layout of a
power system, including the degree of electrification, distribution type, number and
rating of power conversion devices, energy storage systems, and propulsion units such
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as motors and jet engines [61]. Determination of these free variables in the process is
not a trivial question and requires detailed analysis.
In past EAPS design studies, a common approach is to construct a small set
of candidate architectures and evaluate performance metrics compared to a baseline,
such as the approach seen in [62]. When considering propulsion design, aerodynamics,
thermal, and electrical systems are highly coupled. Multidisciplinary tools such as
GT-HEAT of Georgia Institute of Technology, and GENUS of Cranfield University
have been developed to assess integrated vehicle impacts of various subsystems [63,
64]. While, graph theory based methods have been employed recently for the design
of microgrids and large electric ships to evaluate system reliability and cost, the
applications to EAPS is less widely researched [65, 66].
This chapter proposes an approach, intended to be used as an early stage design
tool, which utilizes mathematical methods involving graph theory to identify optimal
solutions with regard to the electric aircraft power system (EAPS) configuration built
off of the initial work conducted in [67]. This dissertation brings contributions, not
only in applications to electric aircraft, but also in the theoretical development and the
software implementation, as explained later in the chapter. Example results include
performance trade-offs for an array of design candidates in the terms of efficiency,
mass, and survivability.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section II presents considerations and a
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Figure 2.3: Survey of specific power and efficiency values for commercial jet engines,
including both turbine and internal combustion engines based on a large set of refer-
ences [5–11]. Trendlines shown are used in the EAPS model.
review of components commonly seen in EAPSs. Section III discusses the proposed
optimization method based on predefined mission parameters including components
characteristics outlined in the previous section. An example case study for a 500kW
airplane using the framework is presented in Section IV. Based on the results from
the case study, architecture performance sensitivity to the various components is
discussed in Section V. The full chapter is concluded in Section VI.
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Figure 2.4: Collection of specific power and efficiency values for both academic and
commercial electric machines designs based on a large set of references [12–25]. A
trendline is extracted and used in the EAPS model.
2.2 Electric Aircraft Propulsion Component Sur-
vey
An EAPS may be represented in the form of a graph network in which the graphs
nodes are determined by the components incorporated in the power system archi-
tecture. For an electric aircraft, these may include, but are not limited to electric
machines, i.e. motors or generators, power converters, energy storage devices, and
protection equipment (Fig. 2.2). Each component and its respective graphical node
may be assigned characteristics including specific power or energy, operating effi-
ciency, and failure rates. These characteristics may be constant values, such as a
failure rate for a particular component, or they may vary with other variables re-
lated to that component. For example, efficiency may be calculated as a function
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of the component’s power rating and anticipated loading over the specified mission.
In this study, surveys have been conducted to extract these parameters from both
commercially available components and those reported in the literature.
2.2.1 Internal Combustion Engines
Airplanes are traditionally driven with one of two powerplants types to generate
thrust. Reciprocating, or piston engines can commonly be seen on fixed-wing propeller
aircraft or helicopters and are generally more inexpensive and easier to operate. These
engines are used in lower power aviation applications such as training and short-
haul missions. For use in higher power demand applications, aircraft adopt a power
turbine. In fixed-wing designs a turboprop or jet turbine may be used, while in
helicopters utilize turboshaft engines. An extensive survey was conducted to gather
parametric data across commercial aviation reciprocating and turbine engines [5–11].
From this survey, second order polynomial fitting was used to represent the variations
in specific power and efficiency with rated power, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Turbine
internal combustion engine (ICE) efficiency in percent, ηICE, was estimated using the
following equation;
ηICE = −1.46 ∗ 10−6PICE2 + 8.95 ∗ 10−3PICE + 19.08, (2.1)
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where PICE represents the rated power of the ICE in kW. Similarly, the power-to-
weight ratio of the engine can be represented as
spICE = −3.03 ∗ 10−7PICE2 + 3.15 ∗ 10−3PICE + 2.57, (2.2)
where spICE is the specific power in kW/kg.
2.2.2 Electric Machines
Electric machines may serve several functions in an electric aircraft system. The
most commonly envisioned propulsion application is the direct linkage of the electric
machine to the propulsive device, be it a propeller or ducted fan. In this application
the machine mainly operates in motoring mode, working to drive the propulsive de-
vice to generate lift for the aircraft. However, regeneration and emergency braking
is also achievable by the device. In hybrid-electric and turbo-electric aircraft, electric
machines may be coupled to the turbine of jet engines to serve as generators, provid-
ing electrical power to the energy storage or directly to motoring electric machines.
In this configuration, the electric machines may also be used as starters for the jet
engines. For use in the optimization framework, a collection of performance parame-
ters in electric machines designed for vehicle applications was constructed, using the
assumption only active mass has been reported (Fig. 2.4). The majority of electric
machines used in transportation applications and for which data is publicly available,
fall in power ranges below 500kW [12–25]. The specific powers and rated efficiencies
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can vary significantly, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Therefore, if a least squares regres-
sion line was utilized as described for the combustion engines, a poor correlation may
be the result. The efficiency and specific power are considered to increase with power





serves a dimensionless index which can be used to compare electric machines of dif-
ferent ratings [68]. Where p is the pole-pitch, pr is the surface resistivity, and g is
the air-gap length. It was shown that higher rated machines have a higher good-
ness. Further, as the power rating increases, inactive materials make up a smaller
percentage of the overall weight, leading to higher specific power. Likewise, auxiliary
losses comprise a smaller percentage of the overall loss. In addition, the probability
of using expensive, low loss components is higher, all these factors contribute to a
higher efficiency. Based off of the survey data, it has been assumed in this study
that the power-to-weight ratio of electric machines increases linearly from 5 to 10
kW/kg as the power rating increases to 2.5MW. Similarly, the efficiency over this
power range was assumed to increase linearly from 95 to 98 percent. Power rating of
the electric machines has been determined based on the power requirements dictated
by the mission profile, for the case study presented in this chapter, the aircraft has a




Each electric machine represented in the aircraft designs must be utilized with the
implementation of power electronic converters to condition the power where appro-
priate. A survey of performance characteristics for various industrial and academic
power electronic converters has been conducted and is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The
survey consists solely of designs for three-phase, two-level inverters due to the fact
that such a topology is the most common implementation for an electric vehicle mo-
tor drive application. Additional detail could be added to the modeling by including
survey results for various motor and drive combinations. A logarithmic fitting has
been used to generate a least squares regression line from the data points and is used
in the optimization. Specific power, spPE, of the power electronic converters, or the
power-to-weight ratio, has been estimated as
spPE = 3.47 + 2.78log(PPE), (2.4)
where PPE is the rated power of the power electronics. Typically, in matured technolo-
gies and applications of electric machines and power electronics, efficiency is expected
to increase with rated power. These trends are noted in common practice and have
theoretically demonstrated in the following chapter [68]. With EAPS technologies,
there is large variation in between technological designs, which may explain the vari-
ations in the survey data. Due to the lack of efficiency reported by manufacturers, in
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Figure 2.5: Survey of specific power and efficiency values for commercial and aca-
demic power electronic conversion devices, based on a large set of references [26–32].
Trendlines shown are used in the EAPS model.
this study the efficiency of the power electronics is assumed to follow a linear increase
from 97 to 99 percent as power increases to 1MW.
2.2.4 Energy Storage
The studies conducted in this chapter and previous works show that energy stor-
age systems are among the most influential components included in the design of
an electric aircraft power system when considering mass. Although primarily domi-
nated by Lithium-Ion battery technology, there are many studies on implementation
of energy storage in electric transportation including supercapacitors, various forms
of chemical batteries, fuel cells, and flywheels. In this study it is also important to
consider the energy stored in jet fuel used in a hybrid topology. A survey of recent
review papers on energy storage for electric vehicle applications was conducted and
performance characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 2.6. As shown in Fig. 2.6, power
and energy-to-weight ratios vary between energy storage technologies. Therefore,
when calculating the mass of electrical energy storage, both power and energy ratings
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Figure 2.6: Ragone plot illustrating specific energy and power of various energy stor-
age means usable in electrical transportation based off of references [33–35]. Survey
conducted includes hydrogen fuel cells, lithium ion batteries, flywheels, superconduct-
ing magnetic energy storage (SMES), and supercapacitors. While a higher specific
energy is typically favorable in electric propulsion, the specific power of the energy
storage means must also be considered.
Figure 2.7: Graph containing power system components seen in hybrid and turbo-
electric aircraft topologies with varying ratings. The illustrated graph represents
thousands of potential candidate designs. The developed framework extracts valid
subgraphs meeting the flight requirements, such as the one shown in green, for further
analysis.
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Figure 2.8: A collection of potential design candidates to fulfill an electric aircraft
concept which meets the flight power and energy requirements predetermined by the
system designer. All the shown topologies were selected automatically as subgraphs
from a graph containing many designs. These architectures include purely turbo-
electric, hybrid-electric and all-electric energy storage means.
are considered. In most applications, the energy rating is the dominate factor. How-
ever, in fuel cells for example, power rating may dictate mass, considering specific
energy is higher than the specific power when compared to other technologies. Archi-
tectures which can make use of high power, lower energy applications such as energy
recovery during landing, may favor storage means which have show higher specific
power. For Lithium-ion batteries, which are based on a technology under accelerated
development, relatively large variations of the specific energy with rating have been
reported, making it difficult to conclude on an analytical relationship for the trends.
For the studies reported in this chapter, it has been assumed that the specific energy
for the battery remains constant at the typical value of 160Wh/kg [60].
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Figure 2.9: Workflow for the EAPS optimization process. The designer begins the
approach by defining system characteristics and the framework outputs how viable
power systems perform based on specified metrics. Example performance metrics
include mass and efficiency.
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Figure 2.10: Total mass and losses for the entire power system of aircraft including
combustion engine, electric generation, energy storage, power conversion and electric
propulsion motor are shown as empty circles. Filled circles indicate designs that
consider both power system and propulsion losses. The dashed and solid lines indicate
generic pareto fronts for both calculations. Designs with purely electrical energy
storage have the highest efficiency (D1) and turbo-electric designs are least massive
(D5 and D6). Hybrid designs such as D2-D4 tradeoff mass and losses.
Figure 2.11: Distributed electric propulsion (DEP) effects on total system efficiency.
When only the electromechanical efficiency is considered, losses increase with the
number of propulsors due to the decrease in component efficiency as the power rating
decreases. If the benefits of DEP are also considered, the overall system efficiency
increases with the number of propulsors.
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2.2.5 Circuit Protection
Circuit breakers can be mechanical or solid state devices. Mechanical breakers
(vacuum, SF6, air chute) are conventionally designed for AC applications. In order
to use them in DC systems, an artificial current zero-crossing is achieved through
passive and active resonant circuits. Such breakers feature a low contact resistance,
and can be designed to withstand high voltage, but have large fault clearing times, of
the order of milliseconds, and a large number of moving components. In contrast solid
state breakers, based on thyristors, IGBTs, etc. have operation times of the order
of micro and nano seconds [69]. One limitation is the high on-state loss, which can
be mitigated by the use of wide band gap devices. The available current and voltage
ratings are limited, necessitating, for high power applications, several devices to be
connected in series, parallel or both, and their synchronous operation. This additional
complexity may favor power system topologies with a large number of lower rated
components.
2.3 Exhaustive Design Space Evaluation Process
The edges of a graph represent interconnections between the various components.
A graph for an EAPS is directed to signify possible directions of power flow. Some
nodes such as an auxiliary heating unit may only accept power, therefore its edges
should only be directed toward and not from the node. These edges may be assigned
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weights, examples include mass associated with the inclusion of a particular vertex,
power flow capacity, or physical distance. Further descriptions of how power systems
may be represented as graphs can be seen in [70], [66]. Connectivity in between the
various graph vertices may be used for minimal path calculation as in this study
to determine lowest mass or highest efficiency. Additional studies in the literature
have used graph theory for reliability evaluation by utilizing minimum cut sets to
determine power loss scenarios [71].
The optimization process begins with inputs from the system designer regarding
the intended use of the aircraft and technology available. Vehicle goals such as desired
fuel savings, power requirement at maximum lift, and flight profiles, which describe
aircraft power output over time, may be initially introduced by the user and later
used as constraints. In addition to these vehicle-level inputs, the user also must
define component-level information for the framework to use. These attributes include
specific power and energy, efficiency, and failure rates. These may be defined static
values as described earlier, or by ranges depending on the availability of resources to
the aircraft designer. Introduction of ranges for component attributes also enables
the use of sensitivity analysis to determine which components and attributes have the
largest influence on performance metrics. In this study, a survey of various aircraft
components was conducted to obtain values for efficiency and specific power as a
function of power (Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4). To further the accuracy of this model,
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additional power system components such as gearboxes can be modeled, as seen in
[72].
Once the components under consideration and the desired ranges are defined, a
graph is constructed to represent many candidate designs, as seen in Fig. 2.7. An
iterative process is established for the addition of commonly seen power flow paths into
the graph to avoid excessive manual entries by the user. One example of a common
path starts from a jet engine as a generation source, which converts mechanical energy
to electrical through an AC generator, from this point the power can be rectified with
a AC/DC converter, then this power can be used to drive an AC. As an example, the
conceptual design for a 500kW aircraft will now be demonstrated. The system graph
is iteratively created using components with varying power ratings, those labeled
”large” represent a full power rating of 500kW, those with no indicator possess power
of half the rated value, and those with ”small” indicate a quarter of the power rating.
From the full graph, thousands of architectures are extracted which meet the power
and energy requirements input by the user, such as those seen in Fig 2.8. To perform
this extraction process, node are classified into power delivery (PD), energy source
(ES), and power conversion groups. Jet engines are treated as both ES and PD nodes
since fuel storage is included in the node characteristics. All possible permutations of
ES and PD nodes are then calculated and stored into matrices, as illustrated in Fig.
2.9. The framework then iterates through the matrices to remove any permutations
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whose total power and energy capacity do not meet the requirements imposed by the
















where Preq is the maximum power and energy required for the aircraft’s mission, PEM ,
EEM , PJE, EJE and EBAT are the rated power and energy of the electric motors,
jet engines, and batteries, Pg is the generated electrical power from a jet engine’s
turbines and nEM , nJE, nBAT are the number of components in the design candidate.
Subgraphs are then formed by using the previously defined ES and PD nodes in
combination with minimum path algorithms to add edges and power conversion nodes.
Additionally, the algorithm ensures the following power flow constraints between one




Pl; Ps < 0; Pl > 0, (2.6)
using the convention of supplied power being noted as negative and absorbed power
as positive, where Ps is a parent node and Pl is a daughter node.
These architectures that are extracted include the extreme cases of all-electric
and turbo-electric, which offer the most efficient and lightest designs respectively,
and also series hybrid and parallel hybrid-electric aircraft power systems, which offer
best case compromises. Design D1 is an purely electric topology with a battery rated
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for 500kW and two 250kW motors and associate drives. Design D2 is a series hybrid
with a 500kW jet turbine powering a similarly rated generator, rectifier, and battery,
which then supplies two 250kW motors and drives. Designs D3 and D4 are parallel
hybrids with a 250kW jet engine supplying a generator, rectifier, and battery of the
same rating. D3 and D4 differ in the amount of energy stored in the battery and fuel
tank, where D3 uses 50 percent of each and D4 uses 80 percent stored in the engine
and 20 percent from the battery. Designs D5 and D6 are turboelectric systems with
no electrical energy storage, both utilizing a 500kW engine and generator. D5 is
a more distributed approach, which may prove more reliable and exhibit increased
aerodynamic efficiency with four 125kW rectifier, inverter, motor combinations. D6,
in contrast, has a single 500kW rectifier with two 250kW inverters and motors.
2.4 Discussion of Example Studies
A collection of valid subgraphs was constructed using the optimization approach
discussed. Once obtained, post-processing may be done to evaluate the performance
characteristics of each subgraph representing the aircraft power system topologies. In
this study, two example studies were conducted to assess architecture performance
on the basis of mass, efficiency and survivability. To further validate the design can-
didates produced by the framework, multi-physics co-simulation of the architecture
may be conducted, as seen in [73].
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2.4.1 Evaluation of Mass and Efficiency
The total power system mass may be calculated as the sum of all individual
components masses and any energy storage. Nodes that represent loads or power
conversion devices derive their mass from the node’s rating and the associated specific
power. The mass for those nodes which represent Lithium-ion batteries, is calculated
using specific energy.
A special case is introduced for jet engine nodes, which represent both the engine
and fuel storage. Total ICE node mass is calculated as the sum of engine mass, based
on specific power, and mass of the required fuel. The mass of fuel used by an ICE
per energy output is known as specific fuel consumption (SFC). Based on the survey
conducted in Section II A, a second order polynomial fitting has been used to estimate
a turbine’s SFC as a function of power rating:
CICE = 2.14 ∗ 10−8PICE − 1.27 ∗ 10−4PICE + 0.42, (2.7)
where CICE is SFC in kg/kWh. To determine the required energy, a mission profile
was used, which defines power consumption of the aircraft over time.
Another very important performance metric that is of interest to an aircraft de-
signer is the overall system efficiency, which directly effects fuel consumption. Further-
more, the power losses determine the sizing for the thermal management and cooling.
Recent studies have shown that distributed propulsion with multiple propellers and
their associated electric machines may provide a higher aerodynamic efficiency [74].
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Based on this reference, in a 250 PAX twin-jet, changing the number of engines from
two to eight may increase the propulsive efficiency from 80 to 86 percent [75]. Al-
though aerodynamic efficiency is expected to increase by means of boundary layer
ingestion, as discussed in a number of references [74, 75], there isn’t a clear analytical
relationship established yet. In our current study, for the purpose of simplified exem-
plification, it has been assumed that an increase in efficiency from 80 to 86 percent
occurs linearly as number of propulsors increases from two to eight.
ηsys =
E(ηcomb(1− ζ)) + (ηelecζ))ηaero
E
, (2.8)
where ηcomb represents the efficiency of a path from the combustion engine source to
a motor load, ηelec represents the efficiency of a path stemming from battery energy
storage, ζ is the degree of electrical energy storage, being a value from zero to one
and ηaero is the aerodynamic efficiency. For a fully turbo-electric architecture, ζ will
be equal to zero, as all the energy used for flight is stored in the jet fuel. It is assumed
that the battery is charged independently of the engine.
This framework example study is conducted for a 500kW peak power electric
aircraft. The total system efficiency versus EAPS mass was calculated using multiple
values of ζ and both, with and without, the propulsive efficiency considered. The
results, shown in Fig. 2.10, indicate that higher efficiency is achieved at the cost of
mass in systems with battery energy storage, which is in line with expectations, and
therefore confirms the applicability of the proposed approach.
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In the case where assumed benefits of distributed electric propulsion (DEP) are
included in the overall system efficiency calculation, topologies that use smaller, more
distributed approaches may have fewer losses (Fig. 2.11). The distributed architec-
tures result in an increase in mass, due to the decrease in power density as power
rating decreases. The effects of DEP are achieved by the number of propulsors, and
the incurred mass may be minimized by using architectures with the largest power
rating and fewest number of power system components that posses more propulsors.
In many cases, it may be desirable to include multiple redundant paths for power
flow, so that the overall system reliability may be increased. In power systems, this
is done through the addition of multiple redundant conductors between feeders and
controlling the connections through a combination of breakers and relays. Each of
these add mass to the EAPS, and therefore must be accounted for. A constant mass
penalty for interconnection edges is included in the model to better represent effect
of conductors and interfacing hardware such as circuit breakers. To further improve
accuracy of this model, a designer may include geometry of an aircraft, voltage and
current ratings to obtain exact conductor and interconnect specifications.
Two forms of energy storage are considered in this study, electrical and chemical.
When jet fuel is burned, this exhibits a mass variability throughout a flight profile. In
the case of a hybrid aircraft utilizing jet fuel or fuel cell technology, total aircraft mass
decreases as it progresses throughout its flight. This variability may be significant in
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of topology survivability for designs considered in the opti-
mization. Red markers on the graphs indicate minimum number of failures prior to
flight power decreasing below 75 percent. Figure includes two designs selected from
the pareto front when considering mass versus losses.
Figure 2.13: Electric aircraft power system topology that demonstrates N-3 sur-
vivability. While assurance of flight safety is increased by the addition of multiple
redundant connections and components, overall system mass increases accordingly.
certain cases and is therefore included in this study. As the mass decreases, power
requirements for various flight conditions will decrease as well. This is reflected in the
total energy used calculations and output performance characteristics of the EAPS
architecture.
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2.4.2 Design Candidate Survivability
Power system architectures may also be evaluated based upon their survivability,
meaning how well the system can perform if components go offline. In this chapter,
survivability was scored using a tiered method, based on how many components may
fail before thrust production capability falls below 75 percent of the nominal rated
power of the case study.
A set of pareto front designs from the mass versus efficiency example discussed in
the previous section was extracted and evaluated for their survivability (Fig. 2.12).
Topologies which have a higher survivability index often exhibit greater mass, due to
redundant components and connections. For example, a hybrid-electric architecture
with N-3 survivability may be achieved through the addition of many redundant
feeders (Fig. 2.13).
Turbo-electric topologies with fewer system components may perform best when
considering metrics such as overall power system mass and efficiency, as discussed
in the previous section. However, topologies that incorporate either a distributed
approach through the implementation of many smaller energy storage and propulsive
units or many redundant connections tend to exhibit higher survivability.
The proposed framework may be expanded to analyze EAPS reliability using
minimal cut sets to determine, for each node, the minimum series of events which
need to occur before the node is inoperative. This information can then be converted
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Figure 2.14: The regression coefficients in per unit associated with total power system
mass resulting from numerical calculations for design candidate, D2. The regression
coefficient for the specific energy for the electrical energy storage is -1.27.
into useful data such as the probability of failure. One challenge with the evaluation
of power system reliability is obtaining accurate failure rates of components, which
may be calculated using stress factors or specified by the manufacturer based on
extensive laboratory testing. Additionally, estimating the interaction effects between
components is non-trivial and must be carefully assessed, as seen in [71].
2.5 Sensitivity Analysis
As technology progresses, specific power, specific energy, and efficiency of the
individual components used in the aircraft power system will advance accordingly. To
evaluate the effect on performance metrics these advancements may have, a sensitivity
study has been conducted for a selected topology design candidate, D2, which is a
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Figure 2.15: The regression coefficients in per unit associated with total power sys-
tem efficiency resulting from numerical calculations for design candidate, D2. The
regression coefficient for the efficiency of jet engines is 0.3.
hybrid architecture with half of the required energy for the flight mission originating
from electrical storage. This was done by fitting a regression curve using a second
order polynomial:















xi − (xi,max + xi,min)/2
(xi,max + xi,min)/2
; i = 1, 2, ..., dv,
(2.9)
where Y is a response parameter; β, the regression coefficient; dv, the number of
factors, xi, the i
th input factor; and XCi, the normalized (coded) value of the i
th factor.
Factors may be normalized as shown in (2.9). XCi = 0 represents the specified values
of the factors, and β0 is a representation of response parameter in this reference
situation. For each of the following sensitivity studies conducted, a single 500kW
parallel hybrid topology with 50 percent electrical energy storage as seen in design
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D3 was used. The factors and associated ranges of variation considered for the analysis
were derived from that seen in the literature review conducted on the power system
components shown in Table. 2.1.
When considering mass as a primary objective for a given design candidate, there
are five factors that affect the total power system mass: jet engine specific power,
electric machine specific power, power electronics specific power, electrical energy
storage specific energy, and jet engine specific fuel consumption. The results of this
sensitivity study show that within the currently available technology, the greatest
reduction of mass can be achieved by utilizing the highest performance energy storage
with respect to specific power, as seen in Fig. 2.14.
Alternatively, when the primary objective is system efficiency, the five factors
that influence the output are efficiencies of the jet engines, electric machines, power
electronics, and energy storage and number of propulsors. This study shows that,
given the current ranges of available component efficiencies, jet engines may have the
greatest contribution to the total system losses (Fig. 2.15).
2.6 Summary
Electric aircraft designs today show large variations in power system types as well
as number of components used. This chapter presents developments toward an opti-
mization approach for aircraft power systems which incorporate electric propulsion.
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Table 2.1: EAPS component variables. Values stated reflect those seen in the survey
conducted in Figs. 3-6.
Component Ref. values
Factors (min, max)
seES Energy storage specific 0.07, 0.2
energy [kWh/kg]
spJE Jet engine specific 1, 11
power [kW/kg]
sfcJE Jet engine specific 0.186, 0.495
fuel consumption [kg/kWh]
spEM Electric machine specific 1, 16
power [kW/kg]
spPE Power electronic specific 11, 34
power [kW/kg]
ηJE Jet engine eff. [%] 16.23, 43.20
ηEM Electric machine eff. [%] 93, 98
ηEM Power electronics eff. [%] 96, 99
ηEM Energy storage eff. [%] 95, 99
nprop Number of propulsors 2, 8
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The proposed approach is capable of evaluating thousands of design candidates based
on performance metrics such as mass, efficiency, and survivability.
This chapter includes a study for an aircraft designed for a rated power of 500kW,
intended for short-haul missions, such as those seen in commercial aviation. The
case study power system candidate pool includes both conventional jet and electrical
propulsion means, and steps of granularity in between degrees of electrical energy
storage. Example outcomes include comparative evaluation of potential power system
architectures with respect to mass, efficiency and survivability.
The results of this study show that aircraft with greater means of electrical energy
storage exhibit higher efficiency, while those with more chemical energy storage and
fewer components perform better when considering mass. Additionally, when the
efficiency benefits of distributed propulsion was considered, designs with more, smaller
propulsors may have a greater overall efficiency and prove to be more survivable, at
the cost of an incurred mass. The framework developed provides a tool for system
designers to evaluate tradeoffs between various EAPS topology candidates. While
it may be apparent that purely electric designs are most efficient and turbo-electric
architectures have the lowest mass, what is often needed is a trade-off, based on
mission goals. It was demonstrated that the proposed automated optimization process
is able to identify such best-case compromises represented by series and parallel hybrid






Electric Aircraft Power System
and Vehicle Dynamics
3.1 Introduction and Problem Formulation
This chapter discusses the multi-physics modeling of an electric aircraft with dis-
tributed electric propulsion. Mathematical models for the aircraft body, propellers,
propulsive motors, power electronics inverters, and batteries are developed. Two
types of models are proposed for the power electronics inverters and electric ma-
chines, namely, average models which allow study of the aircraft performance under
a specified mission profile, and detailed switching models used for transient examina-
tion. A new simulation framework was developed to allow communication between
these two types of models so that losses and thermal stresses in the power electron-
ics converters can be estimated especially during takeoff, landing, and other extreme
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conditions. Case studies are presented for an example aircraft based on the rat-
ings and configuration of X-57 Maxwell, NASA’s first all-electric distributed electric
propulsion electric aircraft, which employs fourteen propellers driven by synchronous
electric motors.
In the past decade, there have been several all-electric demonstrators and concept
aircraft to support the progress toward electrification of flight. This chapter reports
the development of a simulation framework which can be used to examine the power
system and flight dynamics associated with a wide array of electric and hybrid air-
craft topologies. Many topological variations have emerged with respect to airplanes
incorporating electric propulsion, both in the literature and flight proven vehicles.
Electric aircraft may be categorized as turbo-electric, hybrid-electric or all-electric.
Turbo-electric powertrains use traditional internal combustion engines (ICE) with
coupled generators feeding electric machines and utilize minimal energy storage, such
as NASA’s N3-X [76]. Hybrid-electric concepts incorporate both ICE and electric
machines for propulsion and include a significant portion of energy storage. One
example hybrid aircraft is the PEGASUS concept shown in [77]. In this study, an
all-electric aircraft employing a distributed propulsion system with ratings similar to
NASA’s X-57 Maxwell [36] is used as a case study (Fig. 3.1). Results are presented
for a 240 kW aircraft which produces thrust through 14 three-phase synchronous
motors, two of which are positioned at the wing tips, with the remaining distributed
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along the wing. These electric machines are driven by three-phase, two level inverters
utilizing silicon carbide devices for high efficiency and reduced harmonic distortion.
Energy storage onboard the modeled vehicle consists of Lithium-ion batteries which
supply the described powertrain. Physics based models are developed for different
components including the aircraft, propellers, batteries, power electronics equipment
and propulsive motors. There exist many instances of co-simulation platforms being
used to evaluate hybrid and electric vehicles in the literature. Work done in this
area vastly covers ground transportation such as hybrid and electric cars [78], [79],
[80]. However, fewer studies exist for the multiphysics domain analysis of electric air
transportation.
The simulation framework described in this chapter includes two types of models
owing to the widely different time constants of the electrical and mechanical systems,
average power converter and propulsion motor models, suitable for the study of air-
craft dynamics and performance over a flight profile and transient switching models,
useful for determining the stresses associated with the power electronics equipment
under takeoff, landing, and other similar conditions (Fig. 3.2). This framework has
been presented with a case study of NASA’s X-57 Maxwell and, in principal, can be
used for detailed efficiency analysis, sizing of the thermal management system, and
to study influence of switching harmonics at the system level of similar aircraft.
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3.2 Modeling of Aircraft Dynamics
The dynamics associated with the body of the aircraft are simulated over a given
flight profile alongside the average model of the motor and battery energy storage
system. A pilot subsystem send commands to the motor model as well as flight
actuation system to control air speed and altitude. The average electric machine
model previously described takes in a speed command from the pilot and is coupled
to the propeller model through shaft speed and associated load torque. The energy
storage model uses the product of these two outputs to calculate the state of charge
(SoC) of the battery throughout the mission. In parallel, the aerodynamic modeling
receives the value of generated thrust from the propeller in addition to external forces
associated with the environment and calculates the vehicle’s motion. Data from this
subsystem is then sensed and fed back to the pilot (Fig. 3.3).
Motor operating speed is dependent on the motion of the aircraft at the current
state and the desired performance. As the primary focus of this study is to examine
electrical performance, the vehicle geometry and aerodynamic modeling is based off
of the work conducted in [37]. Considering only the x and z axes, the equations of
















where Fx represents the total force in the x-axis in kg, m is the vehicle mass in kg, q is
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the pitch angular rate, w is the z-axis velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and
θ is the pitch attitude. The force due to gravity contributes to the positive z direction
as well as in the x direction. The force acting on the vehicle in the positive x-axis
is the propulsive thrust. The propulsive thrust is derived from the electric motor
and propeller. The thrust is a function of the thrust coefficient, CT , air density, ρ,
propeller diameter, D, and rotational speed of the motor shaft, n:
Fthrust = CTρD
4n2, (3.2)
where Fthrust is thrust in newtons, CT is the coefficient of thrust, ρ is the air density,
D is the propeller diameter in meters, and n is the propeller speed in revolutions per
second. where Fz represents the total force is the z-axis and u is the vehicle velocity








3.3 Modeling of Electric Propulsion System
The propulsive force generated by the propeller is supplied from an electrical power
system onboard the aircraft. The propellers are attached to twelve 10-kW and two
50-kW synchronous machines, supplied by means of three-phase, two-level inverters.
These drives utilize advanced SiC power switches, capable of higher switching fre-
quencies than traditional silicon devices, enabling a light-weight aircraft due to the
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Figure 3.1: The X-57 Maxwell, NASA’s first all-electric distributed electric propulsion
electric aircraft. The new modeling software framework developed in this chapter
considers the aircraft power system shown with a combined total rated power of
approximately 250-kW [36], [37].
reduced mass of electrical filtering. The flight profile studied in this chapter covers a
wide array of operating conditions including those where the power system is driven
to the extremes that would be required during a typical flight plan. The combined
powertrain is simulated at peak power demand during periods of takeoff when rapid
acceleration of motor speed is required. Additionally, the inclusion of an emergency
flight extension due to an unavailable landing runway allows endurance evaluation of
the energy storage system.
When simulating aircraft dynamics, an average model is used for evaluation of the
electric motors, which is coupled to a propeller subsystem through shaft speed and
load torque (Fig. 3.4). The synchronous machines are driven through vector control,
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the large variations in timescales between important transi-
tions associated with each subsystem. Flight profiles may require changes in altitude
over a period of minutes, leading to the need of simulating motor state transitions
which occur over fractions of seconds. Additionally, the power electronics that drive
the propulsion motors have associated time constants in the sub-millisecond range.
using a dq reference frame (Fig. 3.5). The load torque as seen by the propeller is
derived from the pilot input speed command. The acceleration of the propeller shaft
is governed by the following equations:




where TM is the electromagnetic torque, TL is the load torque produced by the pro-
peller, J is the moment of inertia of the propeller, ω is the motor’s angular speed.
The load torque of the propulsion motor is that required by the propeller at a
given speed. This torque can be obtained through multiplication of the output thrust
and the diameter of the propeller as well as an additional torque coefficient, CQ:
Q = TL = CQρD
5n2. (3.5)
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Figure 3.3: Electric power system and body dynamics simulation overview. The pilot
controls the motors speed based on desired aircraft velocity and feedback sensor data.
The motor model communicates with the propeller to obtain load torque and thrust,
which used for aerodynamic modeling. The power used is employed by the battery
model to determine state of charge (SoC).
The values for coefficients of thrust and torque are commonly extracted from exper-
imental data of the propeller. These coefficients are strong functions of the advance
ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the true air speed and the propeller tip speed
[81]. Preliminary modeling treats these coefficients as constant throughout the mis-
sion. Further analysis of propeller characteristic could include dynamic modeling
of the torque and thrust coefficients through look-up tables based on interpolated
manufacturer data.






Figure 3.4: System level view of motor and propeller models. Motor speed is used as
a control variable, commanded from the pilot. Load torque and thrust are modeled
as a function of the motor speed and characteristics of the propeller. With these
values, the motor model calculates instantaneous voltages and currents to achieve the
demanded performance.
where p is the number of poles, iq is the q-axis current, and λm is the magnetic flux
linkage. In a dq reference frame the demanded currents, i∗d and i
∗









; i∗d = 0, (3.7)
where Kp is the proportional gain, and Ki is the integral gain. The d-axis current
command is kept at zero to ensure operation at maximum torque per ampere condi-
tions. The output reference currents are then compared to the currents of the machine
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Figure 3.5: Control strategy for the synchronous machines providing propulsive force
for the aircraft. The pilot provides the input desired speed reference and the PWM
gating signals are generated for the three-phase inverter driving the machines.




















In the model which examines the entire aircraft system, the dynamics associated
with the inverter switching characteristics are neglected. It is considered that the
load torque is derived from the propeller model and the ideal voltages are applied to
the motor, which is calculated using the equation below:
v∗q = vq = Riq + Lq
diq
dt
+ pωLdid + pωλm, (3.9)




However, for periods of transition between operating speeds, the switching level model
is used to evaluate maximum required rating of components.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation subsystem developed for estimating the state of charge of
the battery (BESS). Inputs include battery capacity, motor torque and speed. The
instantaneous power demand is calculated and integrated over time to derive the
energy used over the flight cycle.
This model also includes measures to avoid the motor operating above its rated
conditions. The output speed of the motor is limited by the available DC bus voltage
(3.11). The speed will be curtailed in the case that the demand speed requires a
voltage magnitude exceeding the conditions stated below:√






Without the addition of supplemental power electronics, VDC is the voltage of the
battery energy storage system (BESS). This system constraint may be relaxed by
incorporating a boost stage prior to the inverter such as seen in [82].
The aircraft is supplied by a Lithium-ion BESS and supplies the propulsion system
described. The usable battery capacity is considered as 47-kWh, which is similar
to that seen in the X-57 design [36]. The BESS SoC modeling is determined by
integration of the combined power usage of all motors over the simulated flight cycle
(Fig. 3.6).
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Figure 3.7: Example of flight profile comprising a typical mission followed by an
emergency rerouting. Eleven distinct intervals are identified through letters. The
graphs display the altitude, the speed of the electric motors, and the battery SoC.
3.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
The flight cycle imposed on the aircraft represents a case in which the airplane
flies a typical flight path, then an emergency extension in order to model the system
during extreme conditions. It is assumed that the aircraft has an initial position on
the taxiway of an airport, at which point the pilot taxis to the runway and begins
takeoff at t=10min. The aircraft is then commanded to climb to an altitude of
10,000 feet. Upon reaching the cruise level, the vehicle will maintain its altitude until
t=45min. At this point, the airplane will start its descent for landing. The condition
at t=65min simulates an instance where the destination runway is unsuitable for
landing, therefore the pilot must climb to a low altitude cruise and hold until a new
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Figure 3.8: Electromagnetic torque produced by a single electric machine during flight
phase transitions. Results from the long time constant simulation are used to evaluate
the effects of the system’s high frequency power electronic switching during transient
periods. Speed transient conditions shown are from 1500 to 4500 r/min (left), 4500
to 3000 r/min (middle), and 3000 to 2000 r/min (right).
landing location is confirmed. The aircraft then follows a climb, cruise, descent and
landing pattern to the secondary destination airport from t=80min to t=120min. The
vehicle is then taxied from the runway and motors are stopped at 130 minutes (Fig.
3.7). The aircraft dynamics with associated average models for electric propulsion
were simulated with the described flight profile. The SoC was observed throughout
the mission and normalized with respect to the 47-kWh usable capacity of the BESS.
Transitions between each period of the trajectory were simulated using the detailed
model which considers the switching dynamics of the power electronic converters.
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Loading of the synchronous machines in this simulation were obtained from the model
including propeller dynamics. During these periods of transition, the torque produced
by the motors is varied to maintain the commanded shaft speed. Results shown
include the electromagnetic torque and phase currents of a single three-phase, 10-kW
propulsive synchronous machine during the first four periods of flight (Fig. 3.8). It
can be observed from the flight cycle that the maximum loading period of the power
system is during the transition from periods such as A to B, when the commanded
shaft speed is at a maximum. These events occur when the aircraft is beginning its
ramp to full power for takeoff or during a climb. Results such as the three-phase
currents of a single machine from the detailed model may be used for system sizing
during the initial system design stage. Applications include electric machine and
power electronic converter component selection, thermal management system sizing,
and potential filtering specifications required to meet signal noise goals. Additionally,
these waveforms may be used to identify maximum discharge rate required for the
BESS.
3.5 Summary
The newly developed comprehensive simulation framework for electric and hybrid
aircrafts, which is described in the chapter, has the main advantage of providing a
unified approach for system analysis on greatly different timescales. For simulations
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of long-duration complete flight missions, aircraft aero-dynamic models are employed
in combination with average models of electric machines and power electronic convert-
ers and a proposed method for calculating the SoC of the battery, which enables the
optimal sizing of the electric energy storage system. For simulations of the transitions
between different steady-state intervals of the flight profile, a high resolution model of
the power electronics controls was implemented to simulate the high frequency switch-
ing and the associated effects on current and voltages, in order to enable the detailed
design sizing, including maximum power rating, thermal management systems and
filters. The simulation framework was exemplified on an aircraft with ratings reflec-
tive of NASA’s first electric airplane, the X-57 Maxwell, which is equipped with a
distributed electric propulsion power system.
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Chapter 4
Extended Speed Range Operation
of Drives with Low Inductance
Machines
4.1 Introduction and Problem Formulation
Electric vehicle applications often employ permanent magnet synchronous ma-
chines (PMSM) because of their high efficiency and specific torque. These applica-
tions often require a wide constant power speed range (CPSR). In traditional PMSMs,
operation in the constant power region may be achieved by the injection of a negative
d-axis current, however, the range of speeds over which this is possible often tends
to be small. The width of the CPSR is a strong function of the machine’s d-axis
inductance, and smaller values, typical of PMSMs with surface mounted permanent
magnets, due to their large air-gap, often have very limited operation in this region.
This issue is further exacerbated in coreless PM machines, which present a very small
inductance due to the large electromagnetic airgap because of the absence of the core.
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This chapter discusses different methods for constant power operation of low in-
ductance machines, and more specifically, a multi-disc coreless axial flux permanent
magnet (AFPM) synchronous machine. This motor includes two stators, with coils
mounted on a non-magnetic supporting structure and three permanent magnet (PM)
rotors and an exploded view is seen in Fig. 4.1. This traction motor is proposed to
be employed in the University of Kentucky (UK) solar car, which is pictured in Fig.
4.2a [83]. The performance comparison of different techniques for constant power
operation of low inductance machines is presented. In addition, two novel methods
for achieving constant power operation, particularly applicable to coreless AFPM
machines, namely current weakening and relative winding rotation are proposed.
The first method involves raising the dc bus voltage of the inverter with speed,
using additional power electronics stages. The availability of wide band gap semicon-
ductor devices with low switching loss, as well as the absence of core loss in coreless
AFPM machines make such an approach feasible. The second method involves the
dynamic relative rotation of the two stators in the coreless AFPM with operating
speed. This reduces the flux linkage and thus, operation at very high speeds, theoret-
ically infinite, using this technique can be achieved. Analytical equations and finite
element analysis confirm the operation of this method.
The desired torque-speed characteristics in an electric vehicle application are
shown in Fig. 4.2b. This figure shows that the torque must remain constant up
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Figure 4.1: Exploded view of a coreless multi-disc axial flux permanent magnet ma-
chine with 2-stators and 3-rotors proposed to be used as a traction motor in the UK
solar car. The stator includes coils placed in the airgap due to which the machine
has a very low inductance.
to a base speed, i.e. the speed at which the machine’s terminal voltage equals the
maximum voltage from the inverter. Since constant power operation is desired at
speeds exceeding the base value, in order to meet the dc bus voltage limitation of the















where Nt is the number of turns per phase; kvg, the ratio between amplitude of the
fundamental wave and the average value of the air gap flux density; αi, the pole-
arc/pole-pitch ratio; Bgo, the peak open-circuit air gap flux density; τp, the pole
pitch; `Fe, the back iron length; kα, the PM leakage coefficient; kb, the number of




Figure 4.2: (a) Gato del Sol V of the University of Kentucky’s Solar Car Team. (b)
Desired torque-speed characteristics for the traction motor.
of the PM; kc, Carter’s coefficient; kso, the d-axis saturation factor at open-circuit
operation; go, the air gap thickness; kh, the number of times the medium length flux
line passes through the PMs, and gm, the PM thickness [84].
In the surface mounted PMSMs, the saliency ratio is unity, and the inductance
may be expressed approximately as,






Figure 4.3: Torque speed characteristics of a permanent magnet synchronous machine
with different values of the pu d-axis inductance. Smaller values, exhibited by the
coreless AFPM machine, result in a very narrow constant power range, although a







where m is the number of phases, and p, the number of poles. The required terminal
voltage to operate at a given angular velocity, ω, is given by
V = ω
√
(λpm + LdI cos β)2 + (ξLdI sin β)2 , (4.5)
where I is the motor current; β, the torque angle, and ξ = Lq / Ld, the saliency ratio.







(ξ − 1)LdI2 sin(2β)] . (4.6)





Figure 4.4: Motor drive operation range of two surface-PM machines, limited by volt-
age and current constraints. (a) A machine with a λpm/Ld ratio of 1. (b) A machine
with a λpm/Ld ratio of 7.07. Operation is achievable in the regions encompassed by
both circles. Dashed red lines indicate increasing speed.
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PMSM, rotor reference frame oriented control is employed to decouple the currents
into direct (d) and quadrature (q) axis components. From (4), as ξ = 1, maximum
torque per ampere is obtained when the d-axis current is driven to zero, or β is
maintained at 90 degrees. At higher speeds, a negative value of Id can be used to
reduce the terminal voltage, otherwise directly proportional to speed, as seen in (3).






where Is is the phase current, at 1 pu This serves to reduce the torque, as it is directly
proportional to Iq. The flux linkage reduces with increasing value of negative Id (i.e.
90◦ < β < 180◦) such that the terminal voltage is constant.
The dependence of the width of the constant power region on the value of d-
axis inductance is seen in Fig. 4.3. Lower values of pu inductance, as typical of the
coreless AFPM machine lead to a very narrow constant power region. The analytically
calculated torque-speed characteristics for different values of pu Ld are illustrated in
Fig. 4.3. The torque-speed characteristics were calculated assuming an available
terminal voltage of 1 pu in all machines. By setting a voltage constraint of 1 pu on
(4.5), the voltage limited capability of a machine’s drive can be defined as a function
of speed, inductance, flux linkage, and current. The current limitation is expressed
by (4.7). The limitations are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Operation is achievable at any
point within the intersection of the voltage and current limitation circles. The radius
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of the voltage limitation circle is V/ωLd, and it is centered at −λpm/Ld. As the
operating speed is increased, the radius reduces. The figure shows two machines, one
with Ld = 0.707 pu, for ideal field weakening operation and the other with Ld = 0.1
pu, representative of a machine with ultra-low inductance, such as a coreless machine.
The condition for ideal field weakening is
λpm = LdIs . (4.8)
Since V = 1 pu, and Is = 1 pu, and for a surface mounted PMSM, Ld = Lq, the value
of λpm can be found by substituting these values in (5) to be 0.707 pu
It can be seen that for the lower inductance, the voltage limit circle has a much
larger radius, and the center of the circle is shifted far from the origin due to the very
small inductance. Thus, as speed is increased, the machine reaches the inoperable
regions quickly and alternative methods are required to achieve operation at speeds
higher than the rated speed.
4.2 Review of Existing Methods for Constant Power
Operation
Operation at higher speeds for machines with a small inductance may be achieved
by dynamic winding re-configuration. For instance, in one implementation, the wind-
ings can be connected in series for operation in the constant torque region of the
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of winding reconfiguration. The series connection is employed
at lower speeds, while at higher speeds, the coils are connected in parallel.
Figure 4.6: Schematic of a machine with open ended windings fed by two voltage
source inverters.
torque-speed characteristics, and in parallel when constant power operation is de-
sired (Fig. 4.5).
This technique requires each phase winding to be divided into two sections. Dur-
ing the shift in configuration from series to parallel, the current and voltage per
winding are maintained constant [85]. Connection of the windings in parallel leads to
a reduction in the number of turns, and therefore a smaller λpm and Ld, as indicated
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Figure 4.7: Current weakening technique and traditional field weakening approach in
the constant power region.
by equations (1) and (2), and thus, higher speed can be achieved. This method re-
quires no d-axis current to be injected, thus maximum torque per ampere (MTPA)
can be maintained, as long as the maximum desired operating speed is twice the base
speed. Actual implementation of this method could be achieved using back-to-back
thyristors as suggested in [86].
Due to the fact that current would double when the winding configuration is
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switched from series to parallel, this method does add an increase in required current
and therefore, volt-ampere rating for the inverter. However, this increase in current
rating may be justified, as traction motor inverters are often over-sized in order to
meet the desired acceleration at low speed.
Another method for extending the speed range involves the addition of an ex-
ternal inductance in series with the machine, which leads to a reduction in required
terminal voltage at higher speed as seen in equation (5). This method extends the
field weakening range of the machine. Operating speeds past the rated value can be
obtained through the tradition means of negative d-axis current injection. Since all
of the current is not maintained in the q-axis in this method, MTPA is not achieved
at higher speeds. The amount of external inductance added to the machine may be
dynamically controlled by the required operating speed. Minimal external inductance
is desired, as the reactive impedance negatively affects the power factor at speeds up
to the base speed.
In a PMSM with open ended windings, it is possible to use an additional voltage
source inverter (VSI) to boost the terminal voltage to the machine. The main or
primary inverter is fed from a voltage source, and the secondary inverter is housed
at the output terminals of the machine and is fed by capacitors Fig. 4.1. In this
configuration, the terminal voltage available increases by a factor of
√
3 [87].
Additional increase in terminal voltage can be achieved when the capacitor is
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charged to a greater voltage than the supply battery. In one possible implementation,
equal AC voltage is applied to all the phases such that the resulting zero-sequence
current is used to charge the secondary inverter’s feeding capacitor to a higher voltage
due to the boosting effect of the winding inductances. Benefits of this method include
the ability to operate at MTPA at all speeds. Unity power factor operation can be
achieved by control of the secondary inverter. Additionally, the introduction of a
secondary inverter adds redundancy. In the case of a primary inverter failure, this
inverter can be disconnected from the battery and machine and the corresponding
motor terminals may be shorted. The battery may then be connected to the DC side
of the secondary inverter [88]. If the failure occurs in the secondary inverter, the same
actions can be taken with the exception of exchanging the battery connection.
The main disadvantages of this method include added cost to the system through
requirement of a secondary inverter, and the restriction of application to open winding
machines exclusively.
4.3 Mechanical Controlled Air-gap Length and Rel-
ative Stator Rotation
Constant power operation for axial airgap machines can also be achieved by mod-
ifying the machine mechanically as suggested in [89]. The method proposed utilizes
a mechanical actuator to vary the air-gap distance dynamically. This serves to affect
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Constant power operation at higher speeds by relative rotation of the
stators which reduces the winding factor, (a) Machine geometry without relative
angular shift between the stator, (b) the 3D flux paths under these conditions, and (c)
machine geometry after relative angular shift between the two stators is implemented.
The shift angle, α, can be calculated based on the desired ratio of operating speed to
rated speed.
Figure 4.9: Flux linkage variation with shifting angle modified as a function of speed
for a coreless AFPM.
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Figure 4.10: Torque-speed characteristics obtained using the air-gap variation and
winding rotation techniques, along with the desired characteristics.
λpm and Ld as seen in equations (1) and (2).
An increase in the effective air gap, leads to a reduction in λpm, thereby permitting
operation at higher speeds for a constant terrminal voltage. In [89], Heins et al.
modeled the required air gap required for optimal efficiency over a given torque speed
characteristic curve. The results of this study have been represented in Fig. 4.10. This
method maintains MTPA through all operating ranges as no negative d-axis current
is required to be applied. The peak operating speed is limited by the maximum value
of air-gap that maintains structural integrity of the machine.
Operation at higher speeds can also be obtained in the coreless multi-disc AFPM
by dynamically rotating the two stators relative to each other with increasing speed.
This reduces the coil flux linkage due to decreased winding factor. An illustration of
this approach is represented in Fig. 4.8. The shifting angle can be chosen, depending
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where m is the number of stator discs and α is the shifted angle between two con-
secutive stator discs in electrical degrees. For this example m = 2. nr is the rated
speed, 600 rpm, and n is the operating speed.
The maximum value of α is 180 electrical degrees, which results in zero flux
linkage, and thus it may be inferred that the maximum operating speed is limited by
only the mechanical constraints. The flux linkage versus speed with shifted discs is
plotted in Fig. 4.9. The torque speed characteristics calculated from 3D FEA for the
machine in Fig. 4.8 at different speeds with shifted coils is shown in Fig. 4.10, which
demonstrates the successful operation of this technique.
4.4 Electronically Controlled Current Weakening
The available terminal voltage limits the maximum operating speed and there-
fore, increasing it would mitigate this limitation. In order to obtain constant power
operation, the torque must reduce inversely with speed, which is accomplished by
decreasing the q-axis component of the current as seen in Fig. 4.1. The phasor dia-
grams in Fig. 4.11 show how the voltage and current compare between this proposed
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method and the traditional field weakening approach. In the current weakening ap-
proach, the d-axis current is maintained at zero at all speeds and therefore, maximum
torque per ampere is maintained. The current weakening approach may be viewed as
a means of extending the constant torque region of the motor.
In a traditional field weakening approach, at high speeds, the fundamental com-
ponent of the flux density in the steel is reduced such that the core losses in the
machine do not become prohibitively high. Since current weakening does not involve
reduction of flux linkage and flux density, this method would lead to prohibitively
high core loss in conventional machines owing to the high frequency and flux density.
This can be seen in the following equation:
Phy = KhfB
1.6, Ped = Kef
2K2fB
2 . (4.11)
where Kh is the hysteresis constant, Ke is the eddy current constant, and Kf is the
form constant.
This approach becomes feasible for use in coreless machines, wherein the steel and
PM losses are nearly negligible due to the large electromagnetic airgap. Although
at very high operating speeds, these losses could become significant, they can be
virtually eliminated by special winding techniques [90]. Thus, since most of the loss
occurs in the windings, the efficiency may in fact increase with operating speed owing
to reduction in Iq.




Figure 4.11: Phasor diagram for two generic permanent magnet machines with
saliency operating at 2 pu speed and neglecting stator resistance. (a) Field weak-
ening operation in a machine with per unit inductance of 0.707 through injection of
d-axis current. (b) Current weakening operation of a machine with per unit induc-
tance of 0.1. In this method there is no d-axis current injection and an oversized
voltage rating of the drive.
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Figure 4.12: A three port dc-dc converter fed from solar panels and battery. A
variable dc-bus voltage is provided to the inverter driving the traction motor. Such
a configuration can be used to implement the current weakening method.
the introduction of a either a traditional boost stage prior to the inverter, or by the
use of a multi-port converter as shown in Fig. 4.12 [82]. Boosting the DC bus voltage
requires that the inverter is rated for a higher voltage by a factor proportional to the
ratio of desired speed to rated speed. Power electronics efficiency enhancements are
possible if the boost stage incorporates soft switching.
The proposed technique may be suitable for use in conjunction with WBG in-
verters, which would be required to reduce the excessive current ripple in such low
inductance machines (Fig. 4.13). Although the devices must be rated for the maxi-
mum dc-bus voltage, the power electronics cost may not scale in proportion with the




Figure 4.13: (a) motor phase currents and voltage of a machine with 1mH armature
inductance, (b) motor phase currents and voltages of a machine with 0.5mH armature
inductance.
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rated WBG devices that meet current requirements of the motor drive which are com-
mercially available have voltage ratings that exceed the rated voltage of the inverter
present in UK’s Gato del Sol by a factor of 3-4. Other benefits of this technique
include the control of dc-bus voltage with load such that current ripple is always
maintained within desirable limits.
This technique may also be suitable for applications in electric aircraft. It has been
seen that trends in designs for electric propulsion motors in aircraft include machines
with low inductance such as those seen in [91]. The proposed method is aimed towards
the extension of operable motor speed while reducing current to maintain constant
power, which may be favorable in the case of a propeller load.
4.5 Case Study of Solar Car with Triple-port Bi-
directional Converter
Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM) are popular because of their
high efficiency, power factor, power density, and brushless operation. They have been
used in different applications including solar powered electric vehicles [92]. Coreless
axial flux permanent magnet motors (Fig. 4.14) consist of one or more central coreless
stators, and two or more permanent magnet (PM) rotors. Several stator rotor discs
may be stacked together for higher torque output. The power output from this
machine increases linearly with the number of stator rotor discs as well. The rotor
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PMs are arranged such that the magnetic flux flows axially, through the stator rotor
discs. These machines, suitable for high-speed and high-frequency operation have
been proposed for applications including solar airplane, solar car and generator [93–
95], wind energy [96, 97] and in under water systems [98]. The stator coils, unlike
in other machines are exposed to the air-gap fundamental flux, and need to be made
of Litz wire in order to minimize the AC loss which could otherwise be prohibitively
high [99, 100]. With windings in the air-gap, they present a very narrow range of
field weakening, although a wide one is often required in electric vehicle applications.
This has been achieved by mechanical field weakening, [101, 102]. These methods,
although effective, may affect the stability of the vehicle.
Figure 4.14: Exploded view of a coreless axial flux permanent magnet motor. The
stator coils are mounted on non-magnetic supporting structures. Only the rotor discs
on the ends are mounted on mild steel supporting plates, while the rotor in the
center consists only of permanent magnets supported by a non magnetic structure
(not shown).
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Figure 4.15: Three-port bi-directional isolated DC/DC converter, inverter, and motor
for the drivetrain system of the solar race car. Schematic based on simulation from
ANSYS Simplorer and Maxwell.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.16: Operating modes of the three-port DC/DC TAB converter vary with the
solar irradiation and operating condition of the AFPM motor: (a) Case I (b) Case II
(c) Case III (d) Case IV.
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Figure 4.17: Control strategy for the three-port TAB DC/DC converter. The refer-
ence dc bus voltage comes from a look-up table requiring input from the motor speed
(not shown).
Figure 4.18: Control strategy for the coreless AFPM machine.
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Table 4.1: System Parameters
Solar Cell Voltage [V] 60
PV Peak Power [kW] 1
Nominal dc Bus Voltage [V] 300
Switching Frequency [kHz] 100
Transformer Turns Ratio 6:8:70
Transformer Leakage Inductance [µH] 1,1.3,11.6
Table 4.2: Solar Car Motor Parameters





This section discusses current weakening achieved through an isolated bi-directional
three-port triple active-bridge (TAB) DC/DC converter which connects the solar PV
panels and battery to the dc bus of the inverter. High efficiency is achieved at all
operating conditions owing to the use of GaN devices. In addition, the TAB con-
verter also allows operation of the PV panel at its maximum power point (MPP) and
bi-directional power exchanges between the battery and motor.
The power-train system of the solar race car in this work has two energy sources,
namely, PV panel and the battery. A three-port triple-full-bridge (TAB) bidirectional
DC/DC converter is proposed to provide a controllable dc voltage source for the
motor. The basic circuit diagram of the TAB DC/DC converter topology is given in
Fig. 4.15, which shows that there is a full bridge in each port, with a high-frequency
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three-winding transformer coupling all the three ports. The leakage inductances of
the transformer, L1, L2 and L3, act as as energy transfer elements. The power
flow between any of the two ports is galvanically isolated and bi-directional and is
controlled by shifting the phase angle between the bridges. The operating principle
of the TAB converter has been introduced in [103]. Multi-port DC/DC converters
have been used in motor control, LED applications as reported in [104].
There are four operating modes for this three-port TAB converter, which will be
detailed as follows:
 Case I: At strong solar irradiation, the solar power is larger than the
demand of the motor (P1 > Pout). Under these operating conditions, the so-
lar PV system, which operates at its maximum power point to feed the motor,
supplies the remaining power to charge the battery as illustrated in Fig. 4.16a.
 Case II: At weak solar irradiation, the solar power is lower than the
demand of the motor (P1 < Pout). At these times, the power flow from the
battery reverses as compared with Case I, meaning that both the battery and
solar system supply the motor, as seen in Fig. 4.16b.
 Case III: At zero solar irradiation, the motor is powered by the bat-




Figure 4.19: Typical overloading trends of (a) torque and (b) power in an axial flux
brushless PM motor used for solar car applications.
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Figure 4.20: Power during the four operating modes of the DC/DC converter. A
positive value indicates power being supplied by the element, while a negative value
indicates the element is acting as a load, absorbing power.
no power (Fig. 4.16c).
 Case IV: Battery is charged by the regenerative energy from the mo-
tor braking. The motor side converter now operates in rectifier mode and
supplies power to the battery. The solar PV continues to operate at its maxi-
mum power point (Fig. 4.16d).
Compared with the conventional power converter structure that has multiple DC/DC
converters, this three-port TAB converter has higher efficiency, higher power density,
centralization of power control between the three ports, and lower cost due to the




Figure 4.21: Response of the a) dc bus voltage and b) motor currents when current
weakening control is conducted. The dc bus voltage can be changed in a few millisec-
onds, however the speed requires a longer delay to reach the desired value due to the
inertia of the solar vehicle.
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With the use of an AFPM as the driving motor it is beneficial to use high fre-
quency switching devices such as GaN MOSFETs, which can operate in excess of
100 kHz. Wide bandgap devices have been used in renewable energy systems [105]
and dc microgrids [106], and significant increase in power density has been reported
[107]. In a coreless AFPM, the inductance is usually very small, resulting in a high
current ripple. However, by implementing a higher than traditional switching fre-
quency through the use of wide-bandgap semiconductors, the current ripple can be
significantly reduced. Operation at low speeds might lead to very high current rip-
ples owing to the large value of modulation index. In this case, the dc bus voltage
is made to vary with speed, and therefore the motor can be made to operate at the
modulation index leading to minimum current ripple.
Power flow in the three-port TAB DC/DC converter behavior is dependent on
the phase angle between the gating pulses of the ports. φ12 is defined as the phase
difference between the gating pulses of ports 2 and 1. Similarly, φ13 is the phase angle
of port 3 with respect to port 1. The solar PV system can be modeled as discussed,
for example, in [108]. In contrast with PV systems connected to a buck or boost
converter, where the duty cycle is controlled to operate at the maximum power point
as in [109], the duty cycle is maintained at a constant value of 0.5 in this system
to avoid saturation of the transformer. The value of φ12 is chosen to always operate
the solar PV system at its maximum power point. The control block diagram of the
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three-port TAB converter is shown in Fig. 4.17. As can be seen, there are two major
closed-loop control loops, namely, the dc-bus voltage control of the inverter and the
dc power regulation from the PV and battery. The outputs of these two control loops
are the PWM pulses with desired phase shift between the TAB full-bridge converters.
Vector control is used for the AFPM in which the q-axis current is regulated while
the d-axis current is set as zero, as shown in Fig. 4.18. This is because of the lack of
the rotor magnetic saliency in AFPM machine. For operation with current weakening
at higher speeds, the dc bus voltage of the inverter is increased in proportion with
speed by controlling φ13.
In solar racing cars, there is a strong demand for high torque during low speed op-
eration. This allows the vehicles to have greater acceleration from a starting position
or at lower speeds. The cost of achieving this overload condition is higher current
ratings, and therefore, higher power ratings of the inverter feeding the AFPM (Fig.
4.19). When current weakening is employed, the machine is capable of operating at
its rated torque over a wide range of speeds, and hence a higher torque may not
be required at low speed to achieve the required acceleration. Therefore, there may
be only a small increase in cost of the inverter required to implement this operation
method.
Two simulations were conducted to examine the power train circuit topology with
the proposed current weakening control methods. The first shows the operation of the
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system in different modes. From t=0.00 to t=0.05 seconds in Fig. 4.20, Case I, with
the solar panel experiencing strong irradiation is simulated. The power produced is
greater than the demand of the motor, therefore the battery is charged during this
time period.
At t=0.05 seconds in Fig. 4.20, the system enters into the mode of Case II. The
solar panel is experiencing weak irradiation in this time interval. The power supplied
by the solar PV system is insufficient to meet the demand of the motor. The battery
discharges in this scenario and aids the PV in supplying the load.
At t=0.10 seconds in Fig. 4.20, Case III begins. During this period, the solar panel
sees zero irradiation and produces no power. All power demanded by the motor is
supplied by the battery.
Case IV is simulated beginning at t=0.15 seconds in Fig. 4.20. The motor acts
as a generator in this situation, regenerating power back to the battery. Power from
the solar PV system is transferred to the battery if it experiences strong irradiation.
The second simulation demonstrates increase in the dc bus voltage of the machine,
which permits the motor to run at higher speeds. As is shown in Fig. 4.21a, the
commanded dc bus voltage is increased from 300 V to 600 V at t=0.02 seconds, in
order to raise the operating speed of the motor from 600 rpm to 1200 rpm. The
motor operates in the constant power region. In order to satisfy this condition, the
q-axis current is decreased, as seen in Fig. 4.21b to maintain the power demand of
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Output Power [W] 245.3
the motor at a constant value, while the value of the d-axis component of the current
stays at zero.
4.6 Case Study for Current Weakening Control in
PM Motor Drives
A three-phase axial-flux machine was used to conduct both a simulation and an
experimental study of the proposed current weakening technique (Fig. 4.22). The
machine is driven by a three-phase, two-level inverter comprised of three half-bridge
Silicon Carbide modules with integrated gate driver circuity, as seen in Fig. (4.23).
Parameters and performance ratings for the studied machine are provided in Table
4.3.
Simulation
For a PMSM, the terminal voltage is given by,
Vq = kEb − IdωeLd, Vd = IqωeLq, Vs =
√
V 2d + V
2
q (4.12)
where, Eb is the open circuit voltage at rated speed, k, the ratio of the desired speed of
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Figure 4.22: Three-phase axial-flux permanent magnet machine stator and core used
for simulation and experimental studies. The machine uses a 10-pole ceramic magnet
rotor (not shown).
Figure 4.23: Three-phase, two-level inverter with Silicon Carbide MOSFETs, cooling




Figure 4.24: (a) ac induced voltage and (b) d-axis and q-axis current as speed increases
past its rated value using both current weakening (CW) and flux weakening (FW)
methods. A speed value of 1pu indicates rated speed of the motor.
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Figure 4.25: Typical phasor diagrams for a surface permanent magnet machines [38].
In a coreless machine the armature reaction is substantially smaller and according
to the proposed concept the high speed constant power operation is achieved by
weakening the current.
operation to the rated speed, Vq, Vd are the q and d axes components of the terminal
voltage respectively, Vs, the terminal voltage, Iq, Id, the q and d axes components of
the current, ωe, the electrical frequency in rad/s and Lq and Ld, the d and q axes






assuming a three-phase, non-salient machine.
Using the estimated torque along with the known operating speed, the estimated
electromagnetic power output of the machine may be calculated as:





Figure 4.26: Phasor diagrams to scale for the axial-flux permanent magnet machine
under current weakening conditions (a) 90% rated speed, (b) the base speed, and (c)
30 % above rated speed. As the operating speed is increased, current is reduced to
maintain constant power
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Figure 4.27: Simulated output characteristics of the AFPM machine under current
weakening conditions. The five operating points highlighted on the curve were derived
experimentally from the test AFPM machine and drive setup.
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where ω is the shaft speed in radians per second. This estimation does not consider




where m is the number of phases and R is the phase resistance.
Operation at higher speeds is achieved by raising the terminal voltage (Fig. 4.24a).
The machine always operates with all its current in the q-axis (Fig. 4.24b) and maxi-
mum torque per ampere is maintained at all speeds (Fig. 4.25). The terminal voltage
is linearly proportional to speed and since operation in the constant power region is
desired, Iq is reduced in inverse proportion with speed to meet this requirement. The
phasor diagrams for conditions at 90%, 100%, and 130% base speed are shown in Fig.
4.26. A simulation model of the three-phase AFPM machine based on the equations
in this section has been developed with ratings reflective of the experimental hard-
ware. Operating conditions were simulated over a speed range, varying the current
according to the proposed technique to maintain constant power past the base speed.
These results were calculated using (4.12 and 4.13) with the experimental machine’s
parameters. The model was subjected to current weakening conditions, in which the
reference speed was increased past the base value of 2000rpm. As the speed passes
the rated value, current and therefore torque are both weakened (Fig. 4.27). Of this
speed range, five operating conditions at 90%, 100%, 110%, 120% and 130% rated
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speed were selected from the simulation and tested experimentally, as shown in Table
4.4. In the simulation, input motor power was estimated from the calculated electro-
magnetic power using (4.14) plus the copper losses (4.15). In practical applications,
the machine will also experience additional supplementary ac losses and this is a
subject for further analysis.
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Table 4.4: Simulated and experimental operating conditions of the 3-phase AFPM machine. Experimental values
are highlighted in bold.
Speed [rpm] Inverter Motor Phase Current [A] Copper EM EM
Power In [W] Power In [W] Voltage [V] Loss [W] Torque [Nm] Power [W]
1800 - 161.9 22.2 6.1 18.6 0.76 143.3
1815 166.2 153.3 22.6 6.1 18.6 0.76 144.5
2000 - 177.8 24.1 6.1 18.6 0.76 159.2
2031 172.4 164.2 23.8 6.0 18.0 0.75 159.5
2200 - 174.9 25.6 5.6 15.7 0.69 159.2
2183 173.1 163.6 24.5 5.7 16.2 0.71 162.3
2400 - 172.2 27.2 5.1 13.0 0.63 159.2
2437 179.4 169.5 26.0 5.3 14.0 0.66 168.4
2600 - 170.2 28.8 4.7 11.0 0.58 159.2
2557 172.7 162.3 28.3 4.9 12.0 0.61 163.3
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Experimentation
The testing setup shown in Fig. 4.28 was developed for validation of the current
weakening technique. Input commands were given at a host PC, on dSPACE Con-
trolDesk software, where a graphical user interface has been implemented and testing
data was viewed and stored. The dSPACE MicroLabBox controller was programmed
with the speed control algorithms using MATLAB Simulink and code generation
toolkits. Sensors attached to the hardware provide needed phase and dc bus voltage
and currents, as well as shaft speed and position feedback information to the Micro-
LabBox by means of digital and analog interfaces. The inverter is supplied with a
dc power supply of 60V for the bus, and 12V for housekeeping power. A switching
frequency of 10kHz has been implemented in the experiments. The output of the
converter is connected to the phase leads of a three-phase AFPM machine. This
machine is coupled to a similarly rated dc generator feeding a programmable dc load,
which is used to regulate load torque.
The five operation conditions mentioned in the simulation section were experi-
mentally validated using the testing setup. A power analyzer was used to measure
the input power into the inverter, the input power to the motor, and the line-line
voltages of the machine and are recorded in Table 4.4. Additional validation was per-
formed by considering the power at the dc load, which in line with expectation was
lower considering the chain of losses. The measured PWM voltage of the machine,
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Figure 4.28: Experimental setup for validation of the proposed current weakening
effect. A dSPACE controller, which provides gating signals to the inverter and reads
feedback signals, is monitored and commanded using a graphical user interface on a
host PC. A three-phase two-level inverter, implemented using Silicon Carbide MOS-
FETs drives a three-phase axial flux machine. The machine is coupled to a dc gener-
ator and loaded using a programmable dc load.
along with the fundamental voltage at 2000rpm are illustrated in Fig. 4.29. The
machine was loaded with the DC generator near the rated current of the machine,
with phase currents of approximately 6A (Fig. 4.30). At this operating condition,
the machine’s dq-currents, calculated from the encoder position and phase currents,
track the reference signals generated by the control algorithm (Fig. 4.31).
4.7 Summary
This chapter introduces the use of current weakening to achieve constant power
operation of coreless axial flux permanent magnet machines for use in aircraft appli-
cations. A simulation study using a solar electric race car consisting of a machine
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Figure 4.29: PWM voltages and fundamental voltage of the machine at 2000rpm.
Figure 4.30: Phase currents and reference control signals of the machine during op-
eration at full load.
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Figure 4.31: dq currents and reference control signals of the machine during operation
at full load.
fed through a three-phase inverter. Control of the dc bus voltage is presented us-
ing a three-port full bridge bi-directional DC/DC converter. This converter has two
sources, namely, a battery and solar PV panel which is operated at its maximum
power point. The topology also allows bi-directional power flow between the battery
and motor. Additionally, the proposed current weakening approach was validated
with simulation and experimental results demonstrating operation of an AFPM ma-




Machines for Electric Aircraft
Propulsion
5.1 Introduction and Problem Formulation
Today, electric aircraft are becoming more feasible with recent advancements in
alternative propulsion components such as electric machines, power electronics, and
batteries. Efficiency and power density play vital roles in determining if an electric
machine is a viable option for aviation. Coreless and slotless machines offer benefits
of high power/torque density, no cogging torque, low ripple, zero or negligible core
losses, and subsequently a high efficiency [83]. This chapter presents example coreless
axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machine designs and evaluates their suitability
for electric propulsion. Considerations for the design and performance estimates of
coreless AFPM machines for aircraft propulsion are discussed. Additionally, design
and prototyping has been conducted for two variations of Printed Circuit Board
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(PCB) stators for 26-pole coreless AFPM machines and test results are included.
5.2 Literature Review
Attention has been drawn to coreless and slotless machines as potential aircraft
motor topologies due to their high power density and efficiency. To the author’s
knowledge, one of the first applications of coreless machines for aerial propulsion
applications dates back as far as two decades ago and originates from Professor J.F.
Eastham’s group at University of Bath. A multi-disc AFPM motor with plastic
stator coil mechanical support was made for use in a high-altitude puesdo-satellite
unmanned aerial vehicle [39]. The lightweight aircraft, powered by a combination of
solar panels and fuel cells, had a total mass of just 70kg. The machine designed and
tested was rated at an output power of 2.3kW at 1,000rpm, with a peak efficiency of
approximately 92 % and 90 % when operated at half load (Fig. 5.1).
Coreless and slotless machines are realized with the elimination of the ferromag-
netic stator core with non-magnetic supporting material or air. Common approaches
for implementing the supporting structure for the windings include resin, plastics, or
composite materials. Alternatively, stator coils may be glued or otherwise fixed to the
structure of the machine with an air core. In conventional magnetic-cored machines,
losses are produced in the core due to hysteresis and eddy currents. These core losses
are typically reduced by adding laminations during stator core production, reducing
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Figure 5.1: Pioneering development of an multi-disk coreless axial flux permanent
magnet machine by Professor J.F. Eastham and his group at the University of Bath,
designed for use in a high-altitude pseudo satellite unmanned aerial aircraft [39, 40].
the circulating currents. In coreless machines, these losses are eliminated, contribut-
ing to greater efficiencies, and also produce zero cogging torque, a characteristic which
is favorable for low-noise and vibration applications.
Since then, there have been several design variations of these machines proposed
and produced for electric transportation and other applications. A survey of recent
coreless and slotless machine designs and their associated performance indices are
presented in Table 5.1. These machines employ various stator winding implemen-
tations including multi-stranded wire, Litz wire and PCBs. Specific powers of the
machines range from 0.3 to 2.3 kW/kg. Among them, the coreless AFPM machines
are more attractive due to their modularized nature and high integrity. It is shown
that the coreless and slotless machines can be designed to have a large variety of
power ratings, ranging from tens of Watts to several mega Watts.
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Table 5.1: Example coreless and slotless axial and radial flux permanent magnet
(RFPM) electric machines.
Stator Rated Power
Type Speed [krpm] [kW] Ref.
Slotless-RFPM 15 1,000 [110, 111]
Coreless-AFPM 15 250 [112]
Coreless-RFPM 6 37 [113]
Slotless-RFPM 6 32 [113]
PCB-AFPM (Distributed) 25 16 [114]
PCB-AFPM (Spiral) 1.8 11.2 [115]
Coreless-AFPM 1 2.25 [116]
Coreless-AFPM 0.4 0.67 [117]
Slotless-AFPM 10 0.5 [118]
PCB-AFPM (Hexagonal) 0.375 0.4 [119]
PCB-AFPM (Spiral) 7.5 0.28 [41]
PCB-AFPM (Wave) 3 0.18 [44]
PCB-AFPM (Hexagonal) 2 0.04 [120]
In coreless AFPM machines, due to their lack of slot protection, the stator wind-
ings are directly exposed to the airgap flux density variations produced by the perma-
nent magnets in the rotor. This implies that the machine is susceptible to significant
ac losses in the conductors, particularly in machines with high pole count and at high
speed operation. A common mitigation method used in such cases is to wind the
machine with Litz-wire, reducing the conductor area and thus combating the skin
effect, which reduces the losses [121]. Alternatively, multiple, smaller conductors may
also be implemented as wire or in a PCB.
PCB windings have been considered a promising option for conductor area cross-
sectional minimization to suppress induced eddy currents. Compared to traditional
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wired windings, planar PCB windings benefit from increased flexibility and conve-
nient design modification allowing for coil optimization, accuracy, and limited varia-
tion between stators, as well as better heat management performance due to better
dissipation [44, 119].
Rigid PCB motor stators, as explored in recent years, are comprised of winding
topologies, which use planar copper conductors to generate magnetic fields when an
AC voltage input is applied. Torque and electromotive force (EMF) production are
often optimized by maximizing the planar copper conductor’s radial alignment with
parallel paths being used as a planar analogue for wired stator turns [42, 44]. As such,
rigid PCB stator winding designs generally focus on the maximization of radial or
active conductors while minimizing heat generation in the inactive sections [41, 119].
The optimal winding pattern for improved performance is a subject of research cov-
ered in recent literature. PCB stators are seen with various implementation methods,
both concentrated and distributed such as, wave windings [44, 122], radial or spi-
ral windings [41, 42, 123, 124], and hexagonal concentric windings [119, 122, 125].
Within the topologies, the number of waves or coils and PM poles vary. In most
designs, conductors, which share a phase are connected in series and multiple boards
may be coupled in parallel to add current-carrying capacity.
Wave winding topologies, such as the design in [44], focus on maximizing the
active radial conductor length and exhibit high scalability with increased pole pairs,
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but have less capability for greater number of turns. Radial windings, such as the
parallel/radial mix showcased in [42], also focus on maximizing active length and have
lower phase resistance but are not easily scalable for increased PM poles and utilize
less conductor length for active EMF generation. Hexagonal concentric windings
maximize space and potential turn capacity while minimizing losses by reducing the
inactive conductor length through inclined edges that slightly reduce active output.
Series connections of hexagonal concentric and radial windings require a minimum of
two layers to radially cross the PCB but allow for more turns accordingly. Wave type
windings, as proposed in [122], minimize inactive sections but require multiple layers
to implement and are difficult to scale with increased PM poles. Distributed windings,
as used within [41], have lower copper loss due to increased heat distribution and can
handle higher currents due to variable line thickness but lack in turn capability.
The number of layers, copper depth, and PCB type were also varied in previously
implemented PCB stators. Utilization of multiple layers connected in parallel with
plane spanning copper vias increases the current-carrying capacity and reduces the
winding’s resistance but increases the magnetic gap and overall cost. PCB stacking
has been used as a method of increasing the number of turns and phases of PCB
motor stators to compensate for the overall cost, but still increases the magnetic
gap and introduces additional points of failure where the PCBs are connected in
parallel. Limitations imposed by the manufacturing capabilities of standard PCB
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mills restrict copper conductor depth and the current carrying capability of singular
traces, accordingly. The remaining design parameters to increase the current capabil-
ity include trace width modification, which effects isolation distance required between
traces, and the number of PCBs or traces connected in parallel. Other groups have
resorted to self-plating or manufacturing their own PCBs to gain greater copper depth
and associated current carrying capability to examine and optimize PCB configura-
tions [43]. Flex-PCB, or flexible PCB, motor stators have also been explored. In such
instances, these flexible PCBs are folded in on themselves to create a greater number
of turns, increased fill factor, and radial magnetic field contributions [43, 126, 127].
5.3 Electric Aircraft Propulsion Requirements for
Electric Machines
The electrification of aircraft propulsion systems involve generating thrust, tra-
ditionally produced using combustion engines, with electric motors driving fans or
propellers. To achieve this, machines with large power ratings, high reliability, low
mass, and high efficiency are required. In addition to these critical performance in-
dices, low noise, vibration and harshness are desired traits. Today’s electric motors
for aviation applications have achieved specific powers in excess of 5kW/kg and NASA
has set immediate future goals of 13kW/kg [128].
For an estimate of the extended speed range required, a design with a maximum
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Figure 5.2: Typical PCB winding topologies, (a) Distributed winding with one phase
shown [41], (b) spiral winding [42], (c) progressive wave winding with a single coil
unit shown for Phases B and C, two coil units for Phase A [43], (d) continuous wave
winding [44]. Red lines/arrows denote the top layer traces and blue, the bottom layer.
Spiral and continuous wave winding are inherently suitable for high-polarity designs.
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Figure 5.3: Machine current and induced terminal voltage in flux weakening and cur-
rent weakening techniques for extended speed, constant power operation. In electric
aircraft propulsion applications, a constant power speed range of only approximately
30 % is required.
speed 36 % above the base speed has been developed by MagniX’s cored AFPM motor
used for short-haul electric aircraft [129] and as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Coreless
machines typically exhibit much smaller inductance than traditional cored electric
machines and as a result the maximum speed achievable at constant rated power by
using traditional field weakening techniques is much lower. The required terminal
voltage to operate at a given angular velocity is lower, however, for machines with
a small inductance. Implementing techniques such as relative rotation of the stators
discs as a means to reduce flux linkage or by using a controllable DC boost stage to
the motor drive’s input and use of a current weakening approach may allow constant
power operation for the additional speed range required.
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Figure 5.4: The nature of PCB stators and coreless machines offer a modular system,
facilitating scaling of machine ratings achievable based on application requirements.
5.4 Design Considerations and Performance Esti-
mates for Coreless AFPM Machines
An AFPM machine’s disk-shaped stator provides opportunities for implementing
the windings in unique ways, such as using PCBs. The fabrication process of PCBs
is reliable, highly repeatable and has been proven in consumer electronics. Electric
machine designers may make modifications to a stator’s coil shape, track width, or
winding configuration in professional circuit design software with minimal impact
to the manufacturing setup. PCB stators may also offer a modular approach to
machine design specification as it is possible to stack multiple boards in parallel or
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Figure 5.5: Main geometric variables for PCB stators in coreless machines. The coil
shown has a spiral pattern and connects to internal layers using vias. The number of
coils per PCB is the same as the number of PM poles.
series to increase speed or torque rating (Fig. 5.4). Design of the windings is a
key factor to the overall effectiveness, defining a significant portion of the losses and
related efficiency [130], geometric considerations for PCB stators include trace width,
thickness, isolation distance, and substrate thickness, as shown in Fig.5.5.
Considering the modeling complexity and computation time, analytical equations
are recommended to be used in the early design stage for initial size and torque
estimation, following those equations described for example in [131]. The power
output of a coreless AFPM machine is related to its rotor speed, dimensions, airgap
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where P is the output power, Bm is peak flux density in the airgap, n is rotational
speed, Do is the outer diameter and assumed to be 1, kfr represents the fringing
coefficient. When estimating, A, the current loading, m is the number of phases, Dm
is the mean diameter, Di is the inner diameter and N is the number of turns in series
per phase. The maximum current, I, may be derived as:
I = Ja; a = ttwtnp, (5.2)
where J , is the current density, a is the cross-sectional area of the copper in an
equivalent coil, which in PCB stators, is a function of trace width, wt; thickness tt;
and number of traces in parallel, np. While wire wound stators using Litz wire or
multiple stranded wire offer a higher slot fill factor, PCB stators may allow a higher
current density to compensate for the reduced copper area.
Based on these power sizing equations, the material properties, insight into how
performance scales with parametric sweeps in independent design variables may be
obtained. The machine mass has been calculated considering only the active compo-
nents of the motor, the rotor magnets and back iron and stator PCB. The densities
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of active materials - NdFeB, laminated electrical steel, PCB substrate (FR4), and
copper were used as 7.45, 7.65, 1.85, and 8.96 g/cm3, respectively. The produced
prototype wave winding stator and rotor masses, described later in this chapter, were
measured to be 0.16 and 3.84kg. Both the analytical estimates for the stator and ro-
tor are within and 5 percent error at 0.153 and 3.64kg, thus verifying that the active
mass calculations are valid estimates. Assuming the same ratio of OD and ID as the
original prototype of 180mm/200mm, it can be seen that the machine’s mass scales
non-linearly with OD in Fig. 5.6.
The analytically calculated power and specific power of a coreless, PCB imple-
mented wave wound machine with dimensions of the proposed prototype are illus-
trated in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. As expected from Eq. 5.1, the power and subsequently,
since the machine dimensions do not change, specific power increase linearly with the
rated speed. For a given speed, however, the specific power exhibits a non-linear trend
with the number of PCBs used in the stator stack. The allowable RMS current and
current loading is proportional to the number of PCBs used in parallel. As additional
PCBs are added to the machine, the total mass increases only marginally, considering
a significant portion is the contributed by the two rotors. Under the assumption that
the losses are low, these results show that for high speed applications, then coreless
PCB machines show potential to exhibit high power densities.
Furthermore, the coreless machine’s stator parameters may be estimated from
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Figure 5.6: Mass of the proposed 26-pole coreless rotor and a single wave winding
PCB stator, as a function of the outer diameter. It has been assumed that as the OD
increases, the ratio of OD to ID remains constant at 180mm/280mm, which is used
for the prototype machine. Markers indicate measured mass of the prototype active
components.
Figure 5.7: Analytically calculated power of a two-phase coreless AFPM using the
PCB wave winding stator, as a function of both the rated speed and number of 1mm
thick PCBs used. 150kW may be achieved with just 60mm axial length of PCB stator
and a rated speed of 10krpm.
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Figure 5.8: Analytically calculated specific power of a two-phase coreless AFPM using
the PCB wave winding stator, as a function of both the rated speed and number of
1mm thick PCBs used. Since a significant portion of the machine mass comes from
the rotor, as more PCBs are stacked in parallel, the specific power increases.
analytical equations. The trace, or corresponding phase resistance, may be calculated
as:
R = ρL/ttwt[1 + α(T − 25)], (5.3)
where ρ is the resistivity of the copper in the windings, Lt is the trace length and T
is the ambient temperature, assumed to be 25 degrees Celsius.











where µo is the permeability of free space and µmr is the relative permeability of the
magnets, which for NdFeB, is assumed to be 1.05. The number of turns is Nt, τp is
the pole pitch, LFe is the outer diameter minus the inner diameter of the machine, kc
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Figure 5.9: Meshing of detailed trace-by-trace model of the proposed PCB spiral
winding coreless AFPM machine. The rotor back iron and magnets (left) and PCB
traces (right). To provide an accurate model, the mesh for 1/13th of the machine
results in over 26 million tetrahedral elements and requires over 72 hours to solve on
an HPC system.
is Carter’s coefficient for electric machines, kw1 is the fundamental winding factor, g
is the magnetic airgap, Lpm is the length of the permanent magnets in the direction
of magnetization, in this case, the axial direction, and ksd is the saturation coefficient,
assumed to be one.
Based on the dimensions determined by equations (5.1) and (5.2), finite element
models were built and used for further performance estimation, including the eddy
current loss of PCB windings. A trace-by trace 3D representation was used in the
analysis for the windings, leading to a very dense model with 26.4 million tetrahedral
meshing elements, as seen in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10. Such large models are computa-
tionally intensive, requiring over 72 hours to obtain data for a single electrical cycle,
therefore a high performance computing (HPC) cluster with 64 cores and 192 GB of
RAM was used to perform the calculations.
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Figure 5.10: FEA results of current density distribution and flux density distribution
in a spiral type PCB stator coil under open-circuit condition at 3,000r/min. Current
is most highly concentrated at the edges of traces due to the eddy effect.
Figure 5.11: Illustration of the printed circuit board (PCB) winding implementation
for the proposed wave winding stator.
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Figure 5.12: Circuit used for analysis of circulating current. The network consists of
the same number of parallel resistive and inductive branches as the number of parallel
traces in one turn of the wave winding machine. Induced voltage data taken from the
FEA model has been used to determine the AC source applied.
Figure 5.13: FEA calculations of induced voltage and peak circulating current in 60
active traces composing the outermost turn of the wave winding PCB toward the
OD (left). Results shown are under open-circuit conditions. Naming convention for
a single turn (right).
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5.5 Wave Winding
The designed wave winding PCB stator utilizes a 6-layer stackup, five of which
host active copper while the remaining layer is used primarily as a path to route the
return terminal to the outer diameter of the stator. On each of the active layers, there
are 42 traces with a trace width, wt, of 8mil and an isolation width, wi, of 10mil. For
the same layer, conductors are grouped in parallel connections of six traces. These
parallel groups of six are then connected in series to form seven turns. The same wave
pattern is repeated in a total of five layers, all connected in parallel using vias. The
winding pattern implemented for this wave PCB stator design is further detailed in
Fig. 5.11.
The wire groups perpendicular to the magnetic field produced by the rotor mag-
nets consist of independent traces, which vary in their distance from the magnets,
both axially and radially. This difference in magnetic field variations and distance
results in unequal induced voltage in each trace, which produces circulating currents.
The detailed trace-by-trace FEA models allow open-circuit analysis of this effect, by
obtaining the induced voltage in each trace. By calculating the resistance and using
an equivalent circuit, as seen in Fig. 5.12, the resultant circulating current in each
trace can be obtained. For a dual, parallel connected wave winding PCB, it can be
seen in Fig. 5.13 that currents may reach as much as 2.3 A/mm2 in some traces.The
FEA models were also used to estimate the torque production of the machine (Fig.
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Figure 5.14: FEA calculated torque production of the proposed two-phase wave wind-
ing PCB coreless machine under different current density conditions.
5.14).
The detailed FEA models were adapted into manufacturing specifications by im-
porting them into electrical computer-aided design (ECAD) software to create PCB
schematics and layouts, as in Fig. 5.15. In addition to the winding pattern previously
described, testing points have been added in order to study induced voltages.
5.6 Spiral Winding
The designed spiral winding PCB stator also utilizes a 6-layer stackup. One benefit
with this winding technique is that the repeated 2-layer coil pattern naturally allows
both the input and return terminals to end on the outer diameter of the PCB. This
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Figure 5.15: Electronic computer-aided design (ECAD) rendering of the proposed
wave winding PCB stator. Board has 1 return layer and 5 active layers with a total
thickness of 1mm. Seven turns of six parallel traces per active layer are connected in
series.
eliminates the need for a layer to be used as a return path and all 6 of the layers
may use active copper. The coil shape used in the design and development of this
prototype has a coil width, wc, of 20mm and a coil length, lc, of 30mm. Each coil
contains 27 loops of traces with 8mil and 10mil for wt and wi respectively. For this
prototype, the tt is 0.139mm, which corresponds to 4oz/ft
2. As in the wave winding
design, the PCB was designed using ECAD software (Fig. 5.16).
With respect to the input terminal on the top layer of the board, a complete
coil with 27 loops is created, the trace then is located on the coil’s inner-side. At
this position, a via transitions the connection from an odd numbered layer to an
even layer. The same coil winding direction is then continued until the trace reaches
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the outer diameter of the active portion of the stator at end of the last loop. A
via is then used to repeat the pattern on to the next layer. By constraining the
total layer count to an even number, the traces may easily be brought out to the
return terminal without a dedicated return path layer, as seen in the wave winding
PCB. This maximizes the layers with active copper, and subsequently, increases the
equivalent fill factor of the stator. Input and return bus bars are included along the
circumference to connect the windings and ensure opposite polarity between adjacent
coils. Additionally, a great advantage of the spiral winding design is that because
all traces are connected in series, the circulating currents are greatly reduced. The
winding pattern implemented for this wave PCB stator design is further detailed in
Fig. 5.17.
5.7 Demonstrator of a Coreless AFPM Machine
with PCB Stators
Design, simulation, and prototyping has been conducted for variations of PCB
stator topologies for a 26-pole, coreless AFPM machine with dual rotors (Fig. 5.20
and Fig. 5.21). The first of these utilizes a spiral-type winding as shown in Fig. 5.10,
with trace width and isolation of 8mil and 10mil, respectively. A single PCB uses
6-layers, all of which are in series using vias located at the interior and exterior of
the coil to connect adjacent layers. The second is a wave-type winding with the same
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Figure 5.16: Electronic computer-aided design (ECAD) rendering of the proposed
spiral winding PCB stator. In this design, 27 loops per coil are used and series
connections between layers are achieved by vias. Integrated current, voltage, and
temperature sensing is achievable with a PCB stator.
Figure 5.17: Illustration of the printed circuit board (PCB) winding implementation
for the proposed spiral winding stator.
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Figure 5.18: Two dimensional side view of the prototype 26-pole dual rotor design
with flux density vectors shown (bottom). Flux density observed along the length of
an arc located at the center of the airgap (top).
Figure 5.19: Three dimensional view of the magnetic flux density of the prototype 26-
pole, dual rotor design with a two-phase wave winding stator under loaded conditions.
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Figure 5.20: Geometric dimensions of a single 26-pole rotor used in the FEA analysis
and for experimental studies.
Figure 5.21: Inner and outer diameter of both proposed PCB stator windings. (left)
Wave winding machine exhibits end windings past the rotor magnet OD, leading to
a greater active stator OD, when compared to the spiral winding stator (right).
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trace width and isolation. The wave-winding PCB also uses 6-layers, with a parallel
connection by means of vias. Both of the mentioned stators use the same 26-pole
dual rotor and the main dimensions of the components are shown in Table 5.2.
The prototype machine stator board was designed in AutoDesk EAGLE ECAD
software and produced as a set of modular PCBs to be stacked, connected in parallel
or series depending on desired machine voltage and current ratings. Phasing of the
machine is achieved by angular displacement of each phase module for the appropriate
electric degrees offset. Mounting holes were included on the outer diameter of the
PCB stator to allow angular displacement for 120 elec. degrees offsets, used in a three
phase machine, or 90 electrical degrees offset for a two phase configuration.
Analytical equations (5.3 and 5.4), along with finite element analysis were used to
estimate both the wave and spiral winding stator parameters once the designs were
completed, resulting in the values seen in Table 5.3. These parameters were also
experimentally measured for the wave winding stator, which has been constructed.
To evaluate the prototype’s performance, a mechanical testing fixture has been
constructed to accommodate various stator configurations and alternate PCB stators,
as shown in Fig. 5.24. Axial-flux machines are particularly difficult to assemble,
considering the substantial axial force, in this case, between the dual rotors. A
non-ferrous spacer was created to set the airgap between the rotors. To assemble the
machine, a single rotor is attached to the shaft and fixed in place, along with the airgap
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Table 5.2: Main Design Data for Prototype PCB Coreless AFPM Machines.
Rotor
Rotor OD [mm] 270.4
Rotor ID [mm] 182
Pole Pitch at ID [mm] 17.2
Pole Pitch at OD [mm] 28.8
Magnet Thickness [mm] 5
Back iron Thickness [mm] 10
Wave Winding PCB Stator
Stator ID [mm] 144.5
Stator OD [mm] 304.9
Active layers 5
Trace width/isolation, wt/wi [mil] 8/10
Trace thickness, tt [mm] 0.07
Trace length [m] 8
Spiral Winding PCB Stator
Stator ID [mm] 1182
Stator OD [mm] 270.4
Active layers 6
Trace width/isolation, wt/wi [mil] 8/10
Trace thickness, tt [mm] 0.14
Trace length [m] 14
Table 5.3: Prototype Machine Parameters.
Wave Winding PCB Stator
Phase Resistance [ Ω ] 0.84 (calc.)
0.89 (meas.)
Phase Inductance [ µH ] 30.4 (calc.)
34.7 (meas.)
ke [ V/krpm ] 54.1 (calc.)
54.3 (meas.)
Spiral Winding PCB Stator
Phase Resistance [ Ω ] 0.82 (calc.)
Phase Inductance [ µH ] 52.4 (calc.)
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spacer. The PCB stator is then freely placed over the shaft and temporarily attached
to the first rotor. A rotor attachment and removal tool was specially constructed to
allow precise, controlled axial displacement of the second rotor. The tool attaches to
the flange mount shaft collar, which connects the rotor to the shaft, and uses a lead
screw against the center of the shaft to slowly raise or lower the second rotor. Once
the second rotor is in position, it is locked into place. The rotor, stator, and shaft
assembly is then inserted into the testing fixture through the bearings and the stator
is mounted using nylon spacer and tapped holes in the fixture.
The conditions of the experiment and simulation were set to have comparative
studies, with two phases and a magnetic airgap of 7mm between the rotors in an
open-circuit configuration. A prime mover was then attached to the machine’s shaft
and used to rotate the machine up to a speed of 3050rpm. An oscilloscope was used
to record the induced back emf in one of the phases and compared to the simulated
results (Fig. 5.25). A fast Fourier transform was conducted on both the experimental
and simulated back EMF to evaluate the magnitude of the fundamental and harmonic
components. As shown in Table 5.4, the simulated back EMF waveform contains
significant contributions from the third and fifth harmonics. The FEA model of
the wave winding machine does not consider magnet skew, which is present in the
prototype rotor and requires further investigation.
The test setup previously described was then connected to a resistive load of 6.5
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Table 5.4: Harmonic content in the simulated and experimental wave winding PCB
back EMF. Experimental values are highlighted in bold.
Harmonic Order 1 3 5 7 9
Simulated Voltage [V] 165.1 12.2 3.1 0.2 0.9
Experimental Voltage [V] 175.3 2.0 0.6 0.1 0.1
Ohms per phase. A prime mover was used to drive the generator up to speeds that
produce significant current in the windings. At 5A, the current density seen in the
stator windings was approximately 6A/mm2. The output currents of the machine
were measured and are presented in Fig. 5.26. As this test was performed, a thermal
imaging camera captured the temperature at thermal steady state of the machine
windings before and after operation (Fig. 5.27).
5.8 Summary
High power density, efficient electric machines are critical for enabling electrifi-
cation of aviation propulsion. This chapter has presented a review of coreless and
slotless machine designs with a focus on electric aircraft applications. The require-
ments that electric machines used for propulsion must meet have been addressed.
Additionally, design considerations and analytical performance estimates for core-
less machines that utilize PCB stators were discussed. Prototype PCB stators have
been designed and produced for a coreless, 26-pole, AFPM machine and experimental
results are presented.
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Figure 5.22: Exploded view of the computer-aided design (CAD) model for the pro-
posed dual rotor AFPM machine on a testing fixture. The machine is shown with a
conceptual wave winding PCB stator.
Figure 5.23: 26-pole AFPM rotor with NdFeB magnets, steel back plate, and 3D
printed magnet retainer (left). The rotor is attached to a flange-mount shaft collar
using the holes shown toward the center. Prototype wave winding PCB stator with
13 waves and 3D printed clamping ring on the ID used to increase rigidity (right).
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Figure 5.24: Newly developed coreless AFPM machine on experimental test fixture.
The setup shown includes the dual rotor configuration with a two-phase wave winding
PCB stator, consisting of (4) 1mm, 6-layer boards.
Figure 5.25: Simulated and experimental open-circuit back EMF at 3050rpm. The
wave winding machine tested utilizes (4) PCBs, comprising 2-phases.
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Figure 5.26: Output current of the prototype machine operating as an uncontrolled
generator feeding a purely resistive load of 6.5 Ω.
Figure 5.27: Temperature distribution on the prototype wave winding PCB stator
under a loaded condition as a generator feeding a load with currents shown in Fig.
5.26. Top images show a single wave, while the bottom show a more complete view of
the machine. Measurements were taken prior to operation (a) and after the machine




6.1 Summary and Conclusions
A novel approach using graph theory for designing electric aircraft power systems
for turbo-electric, hybrid-electric, and all-electric aircraft was introduced in chapter 2.
The software developed employs input from the user for mission characteristics, such
as a flight profile, fuel savings goals, and component ratings. The developed software
framework enables the analysis of over a thousand potential design candidates, de-
termining each topology’s performance in with respect to specific metrics. Data for
mass, overall and component efficiencies, and reliability provide the user with early
design stage insights into which topologies are best suited to their application.
In chapter 3, a software framework for the co-simulation of electric aircraft has
been proposed. This was demonstrated on an electric airplane with similar ratings to
the X-57 Maxwell, currently under development by NASA. The case study examines
operation over a mission profile, which includes an emergency situation, when a pilot
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must redirect their destination due to restrictions at the intended airport. Simulation
results include calculations for various flight dynamics, such as aircraft speed and ori-
entation, endurance via battery state of charge, motor currents, and power electronic
characteristics during periods of transition. Detailed results for the power electronic
converters are derived using data fed back from the long time constant simulation of
the aerodynamics with average models for the power system. The power electronic
transient calculations may be used to evaluate filter designs, system ratings, thermal
management systems, and efficiency.
In response to the trend toward use of low inductance PMSMs in electric airplanes
due to their high power density, a new method for extended speed operation has
been introduced in chapter 4 to solve the challenges originating from the limited field
weakening region. A review of alternative techniques has been provided, in addition to
simulation results for the proposed current weakening technique. These studies have
been expanded to implement the method on an example solar electric race car with a
triple-port bi-directional converter. An experimental validation of the technique has
also been presented.
Chapter 5 covers the design and development of coreless AFPM machines with
PCB stators has been discussed in chapter 5. Two variations of stator winding im-
plementation have been proposed and studied: a wave and spiral winding, both of
which utilize dual, permanent magnet rotors. The performance of both the wave and
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spiral winding machines has been simulated using electromagnetic FEA, with detailed
trace-by-trace models. Additionally, a prototype wave winding stator with 13 waves
has been produced, tested, and served for satisfactory validation.
6.2 Original Contributions
The main original contributions of this dissertation may be best summarized as
follows:
1. Graph theory-based method for the multi-objective optimization of electric air-
craft power systems (EAPS) topologies. The developed algorithms and software
framework allow system designers to establish the initial design based on thou-
sands of candidate designs. The optimization method employed component
data based on an extensive literature and publicly available information survey
and evaluated each topology based on performance metrics including efficiency,
total mass, and survivability. (Chapter 2)
2. A co-simulation software framework for multi-physics evaluation of EAPS ar-
chitectures and electrical components, as well as airframe, propellers and associ-
ated aerodynamics has been developed. Novelty lies in the proposed decoupling
method, which leads to reduction of effective simulation times, while maintain-
ing satisfactory accuracy and detail. (Chapter 3)
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3. A method to extend the constant power speed range of low inductance per-
manent magnet synchronous machines based on the weakening of the stator
current, as opposed to the traditional method of flux weakening. Simulation
and laboratory experimentation demonstrates that the method is applicable in
principle for the propulsion motors of electric aircraft, which typically require
only 30 percent increase in speed over the base value. (Chapter 4)
4. Design, advanced detailed electromagnetic finite element analysis, prototyping
and testing of coreless AFPM machines with PCB stators. Research comprised
two PCB winding patterns, one of the wave type and the other spiral winding.
Feasibility was investigated for aircraft propulsion applications by computation-
ally scaling the lab designs for higher power rating. (Chapter 5).
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Based on the progress of the dissertation research, anticipated and recommended
further work includes:
1. Extension of the proposed graph theory approach for the optimization of EAPS.
The software developed considers system mass, fuel consumption, and efficiency.
Further work may include functionality to estimate overall architecture relia-
bility, and based on this, case studies for multiple aircraft with diverse mission
objectives may be performed.
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2. Calibration of the coreless machine FEA models may be conducted to include
the magnet skew as seen in the delivered prototype and effects on the motor
performance should be evaluated.
3. Detailed analysis of the winding losses in the spiral and wave winding core-
less AFPM machine designs should be considered. Furthermore, systematic
experimental procedures may be developed and executed for testing of the sup-
plementary eddy current losses.
4. A spiral winding prototype has been designed, ordered, and is awaiting delivery.
Open-circuit back EMF testing and parameter measurement should take place
upon arrival. Additionally, the prototype should be tested as a generating and
motoring situations.
5. The ongoing development of a two-phase motor drive and associated controls
for further testing of the prototype coreless machines should be completed.
6. Further experimentation and validation of the current weakening technique with
the testing setup discussed in Chapter 4 should be performed. The test fixture
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